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Introduction

Welcome to your free copy of  the 
Joytasia 2019 Christmas catalogue!

With over 300 amazing products at fantastic prices, 

we are sure that there is everything you need to 

put a smile on every child’s face this Christmas. 

Ordering is easy - Simply fill in the form on the 
back page and take it back to your local retailer 

and they will do the rest.
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Early Years

A. Fisher Price Linkimals Stacking Llama
Just stack the rings on the llama’s neck or press down on the 
topper to get the party started! Plus, when Lights & Colours 
Llama recognizes other Linkimals friends, they create a 
synchronized music and light show! (Additional Linkimals 
toys sold separately.) Requires 3x AA batteries (included).
AX01A  £17.99

B. Fisher Price Linkimals A to Z Otter
The Linkimals A to Z Otter from Fisher-Price has a belly 
full of learning fun for your baby to discover. Every button 
on the otter’s light-up keyboard rewards your baby with 
playful songs and phrases that introduce the letters of the 
alphabet and different first words (Additional Linkimals toys 
sold separately.) Requires 3x AA batteries (included).
AX01B  £24.99

C. Fisher Price Linkimals Happy Shapes 
Hedgehog
The Linkimals Happy Shapes Hedgehog is packed with 
exciting play that grows along with your baby! Younger 
babies can spin, turn, toggle, and bat the activities on 
their buddy’s back, or press the light-up buttons to hear 
songs and phrases about colours, shapes, and numbers. 
(Additional Linkimals toys sold separately.)  Requires 3x 
AA batteries (included). 
AX01C  £29.99

D. Fisher Price Linkimals Smooth Moves Sloth
The Linkimals Smooth Moves Sloth gets your baby moving 
and learning with exciting lights, music, songs, and 
groovy dance moves. Press the buttons on the sloth’s feet 
to hear all about numbers, colours and more, as the sloth 
claps its hands and bobs its head. Plus, when Smooth 
Moves Sloth recognizes other Linkimals friends, they 
create a synchronized music and light show! (Additional 
Linkimals toys sold separately.) Requires 4x AA batteries 
(included).
AX01D  £34.99

Early Years
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A £22.99 B £15.99 C £19.99

D £44.99 E £24.99

E. Fisher Price Laugh & Learn Vacuum
Clean  up time has never  been  more  fun!  When  your  
toddler  pushes  the  vacuum  along,  bright  lights  and  
learning  songs  and  phrases  will  introduce  colours,  
counting,  and  more. Flip  the “power” switch up  and  
actual  vacuum  sounds  let  your  tiny  helper  really  
get  into  the  role  play  fun! Requires 3x AA batteries 
(included)
AX02E  £24.99

A. Fisher Price Laugh & Learn Piggy Bank
Cash in on learning fun with the Laugh & Learn Count & 
Rumble Piggy Bank! Playful songs, sounds, and phrases 
introduce your baby to numbers, counting, opposites and 
more as they drop the colourful coins into the piggy’s back 
and open the door to pour them back out again Requires 
3x AA batteries (included).
AX02A  £22.99

B.  Fisher Price Laugh & Learn Storybook Rhymes
The Laugh & Learn Storybook Rhymes musical book! 
A turn of the page activates childhood favourites like 
“Pat-a-Cake” or “Row, Row, Row Your Boat,” with colourful 
illustrations featuring Puppy and Sis! Requires 2x AA 
batteries (included).
AX02B  £15.99 

C. Fisher Price Laugh & Learn Sweet 
Manners  Tea Set 
Pinkies up! Tea time is extra sweet with the Laugh & 
Learn Sweet Manners Tea Set and its magical, light-up 
teapot. As toddlers “pour” out their tea, the spout lights 
up and plays fun songs, sounds, and more! Requires 
3x AA batteries (included).
AX02C  £19.99

D. Fisher Price Laugh & Learn Smart Stages 
Yellow Chair
It’s baby’s very own place to sit and discover new 
things! This “magic” ABC seat knows when baby sits, 
activating songs and phrases when baby stands. 
Press the light-up remote or flip book pages to hear 
numbers, shapes and more. Lift the cushion to reveal 
more fun surprises. Requires 3x AA batteries (Not 
included)
AX02D  £44.99 

Early Years
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A £12.99 C £19.99B £19.99

New 
for 2019

New 
for 2019

Look out for the
Highly Recommended !

D £69.99New 
for 2019

AS SEEN ON

TV E £69.99 AS SEEN ON

TV

A. Fisher Price Laugh & Learn Coffee Cup
This brew might be caffeine-free, but it’s loaded with 
stimulating learning and role play fun for your baby! The 
Laugh & Learn On-the-Glow Coffee Cup introduces your 
baby to the alphabet, numbers, and more with exciting 
songs, phrases, and a friendly, multicolour light-up face. 
Requires 3x AAA batteries (included) 
AX03A  £12.99 

B. Fisher Price Laugh & Learn Cookie Shape 
Surprise
Reaching in for cookies makes music play; pull your 
hand out and music stops. Stop-and-start songs teach 
about making things happen, and fun phrases are sure 
to make baby giggle. There are five cookie shapes, each 
a different colour for baby to identify. Baby learns to 
identify shapes and numbers, in your choice of English 
or Spanish, while enjoying fun surprises! Requires 3x AA 
batteries (included).
AX03B  £19.99

C. Fisher Price Laugh & Learn Busy 
Learning Tool Bench
The Busy Learning Tool Bench has all the right tools 
for learning and role play fun! As your little builder 
hammers, drills, and toggles the switch, playful 
songs, phrases and sounds introduce numbers, 
colours, the alphabet, French words, and more. 
Requires 2x AA batteries (included).
AX03C  £19.99

D. Fisher Price Bounce & Spin Unicorn
Get ready for magical learning fun with the Bounce 
and Spin Unicorn from Fisher-Price! Featuring a 
sturdy base, easy-grip handles, interactive buttons 
and multicolour lights, this stationary ride-on unicorn 
plays songs, whimsical sounds, and educational 
phrases as your baby bounces up and down or 
spins all around!  Requires 3x AA batteries (not 
included)
AX03D  £69.99 

E. Fisher Price Bounce & Spin Puppy
It’s cute, it doesn’t shed, and no one has to clean up 
after it! The Bounce and Spin Puppy from Fisher-Price 
is the perfect answer to your kiddo’s request for a 
furry sibling and really hits the “spot” for learning fun. 
Featuring a sturdy base, easy-grip handles, interactive 
buttons and multicolour lights, this stationary ride-on 
dog plays songs, sounds, and educational phrases as 
your baby bounces up and down or spins all around! 
Requires 3x AA batteries (not included)
AX03E  £69.99

Early Years
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A £12.99

A. Fisher Price Laugh & Learn Games Remote
Your baby can get into the gaming fun with this Laugh 
& Learn toy video game controller, which features two 
“gaming” modes and lots of hands-on activities! As little 
gamers move the joystick and press the ABCD and number 
buttons, they’ll hear exciting songs, sounds, and phrases 
that introduce numbers, shapes, colours, and more! 
Requires 2x AA batteries (included).
AX04A  £12.99

B. Fisher Price Laugh & Learn Smart Stages Puppy  
Say hello to your baby’s first best friend! Puppy is soft, cuddly, 
and he’s ready to make sure learning fun never ends. He 
responds to your baby’s touch with exciting sing-along 
songs and phrases that introduce more than 100 first words, 
parts of the body, colours, shapes and more! Requires 3x 
AA batteries (included).
AX04B  £19.99 

C. Fisher Price Laugh & Learn Smart 
Stages Purse
This adorable purse helps your baby learn about 
numbers, colours, opposites and more, while 
offering up fun early role play! With the Laugh & 
Learn My Smart Purse, little ones can carry the five 
“must-have” accessories, open and close the handle, 
and slide zipper, too. Requires 2x AA batteries 
(included).
AX04C  £25.99

D. Fisher Price Little People Caring for 
Animals Farm
Press the Discovery Button to pop open the two barn 
stalls. Press the Discovery Button in the nest to hatch 
the chicks. Turn the silo to rotate the corn inside. Lights 
and Sounds. Requires 2x AA batteries (included).
AX04D  £36.99 

E. Fisher Price Little People Friendly School
The Little People Friendly School playset lets toddlers 
discover how much fun going to school can be as they 
explore classrooms, the cafeteria, and the playground 
with their good pal, Eddie
AX04E  £29.99

F. Fisher Price Little People Helpful 
Neighbours Garage
From fuelling up, tuning up, and zooming all around, 
there’s miles of fun for toddlers to discover at the Little 
People Helpful Neighbour’s Garage! 
AX04F  £24.99

B £19.99 C £25.99

D £36.99

F £24.99

E £29.99New 
for 2019

Early Years
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A £19.99

New 
for 2019

A. Fisher Price Laugh & Learn Dream Land Push Unicorn
It’s sweet face, bright colours and soft wings make the Push & Flutter Unicorn a magical first friend for your tottering tot. As your baby pushes the unicorn 
along, its beautiful wings flap up and down and fun jingle sounds play.
AX05A  £19.99 

Early Years
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A £19.99

E £12.99 F £12.99

A. Freddy Fire Engine Peg Basher
Toddler will love to play with this musical peg Basher fire 
engine toy. With the action of bashing the colourful pegs 
using the ladder hammer, kids are rewarded with fire 
themed sounds and lights that excite their developing 
senses. Requires 3x AA batteries (not included)
AX06A  £19.99

B. My Little Buggy  
My Little Buggy is an ideal first role play toy - the perfect 
toy for toddlers to care for and transport their favourite 
toys.
AX06B  £24.99

E. Mega Bloks Big Build Bag 60 Piece Blue
Now your little one can build anything they imagine when 
they use the blocks and special shapes to create tall towers, 
crazy castles, funny animals, or whatever else they dream 
up!
AX06E  £12.99 

F. Mega Bloks Big Build Bag 60 Piece Pink
Now your little one can build anything they imagine when 
they use the blocks and special shapes to create tall towers, 
crazy castles, funny animals, or whatever else they dream 
up!
AX06F  £12.99  

C. Jessy The Giraffe 
Toddlers will love pulling Jessy along as she bobs her 
head, wags her tail and walks with them!
AX06C  £14.99

D. Activity Table  
This activity table from Dolu includes 42 pieces of 
construction that is stored in your interior to be all 
conveniently collected. Ideal for developing the creativity 
by towers, trains, houses..
AX06D  £19.99

Early Years

C £14.99

D £19.99

B £24.99
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Carry along sleeping bag with handle

Lullaby music and colour change glow

A £24.99
AS SEEN ON

TV

B £19.99

D £19.99 AS SEEN ON

TV

New 
for 2019

A. Peppa Pig Big Red Car
Take Peppa and Mummy Pig on a picnic trip in Peppa’s 
Big Red Car! Press the steering wheel to hear music and 
sound effects! Includes picnic hamper, blanket, food, 
BBQ, Peppa and Mummy Pig Figures. Everything stores 
away inside the boot! Everything you need for a Peppa 
Pig adventure! Requires 2x AAA batteries (included)
AX07A  £24.99 

B. Peppa Pig Air Jet  
Take off in Peppa’s free-wheeling Jet with Miss Rabbit! 
Includes articulated Peppa figure and a suitcase. Open 
up the doors, lower the stairs, then open the baggage 
hold and load the suitcase! Flip-over Miss Rabbit figure, 
to make space for Peppa to fly the plane. There’s room 
for Peppa and her friends inside.
AX07B  £19.99 

C. Peppa Pig Stage Playset
Re-enact your favourite Peppa episode or create your very 
own show for family and friends with Peppa’s Stage Playset. 
This interactive playset includes loads of props, as well as 
Peppa and George figures to help bring your production to 
life! There’s a stage sound box with loads of different sound 
effects, and there’s also theatre seating for the audience! 
The 3 double sided backdrop cards create 6 different 
scenes. You can even slide in a tablet (not included) and 
put on your favourite movie or show for an instant cinema 
experience! Requires 2x AAA batteries (included)
AX07C  £39.99 

D. Peppa Pig Sleepover Peppa
Sleepover Peppa is the perfect bedtime companion! Supersoft 
and cuddly Peppa Pig toy, wearing pink pyjamas. Press the heart 
on Peppa’s chest to hear a lullaby and see a soft night-light glow. 
Peppa comes with a cute sleeping bag with carry handle, so you 
can take her anywhere. Discover the secret compartment in the 
sleeping bag, a great place to store things like a toothbrush and 
toothpaste perhaps.

AX07D  £19.99 

Early Years

New 
for 2019

AS SEEN ON

TVC £39.99
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Early Years

A £139.99

A. Thomas Super Station
This multi-system track set with 3 levels of play includes Thomas (TrackMaster), Percy (Thomas & Friends Adventures), James (MINIS) and Harold. In addition 
to being able to use most Thomas engines, multiple configurations allow for layouts that can fit any space in the home. The legs can even be removed 
to create a micro-layout for smaller spaces! Holds over 100 engines and features over 35 feet / 10 metres of track, and features iconic locations including 
Tidmouth Sheds, Brendam Docks, Knapford Station, the Sodor Steamworks, the Dieselworks, Blue Mountain Quarry and the SSRC with Harold’s helipad. 
AX08A  £139.99 

Look out for the
Highly Recommended !

One set for ALL your 
Thomas Engines!

8



Early Years

A. Thomas & Friends Thomas Minis Target 
Blast Stunt Set
It’s the most daring MINIS stunt set yet! Attach the “daredevil 
cape” to the included MINIS engine and send it down 
the ramp. If you hit the target, Sir Topham Hatt falls into 
the dunk tank! Attachable “cape” can fit on most MINIS 
engines..
AX09A  £19.99

B. Thomas & Friends Trackmaster Push 
Along Thomas & Nia Cargo Delivery
One of the newest members of the “Steam Team,” Nia is 
busy on the job with Thomas. Your little engineer can send 
Thomas and Nia down the tracks to pick up the barrel cargo. 
Use the switch track to choose the direction of your engine. 
Drop the barrels through the cargo drop and into the cargo 
cars, then send them sliding down the bridge. Can the 
engines drive past the collapsing trees without dropping 
the barrels?! 
AX09B  £29.99

A £19.99 New 
for 2019 B £29.99

C £24.99 New 
for 2019

D £34.99

New 
for 2019

E. Thomas & Friends Trackmaster Cave 
Collapse Set
The Thomas & Friends TrackMaster Cave Collapse brings the 
Thomas & Friends Digs & Discoveries episodes from Season 
23 of the Thomas & Friends TV show to thrilling life! Thomas is 
ready to excavate, and teams up with his new friend, Darcy 
the digger to get the job done.  Turn the crank to take Thomas 
up the mineshaft elevator. When he gets to the top, he drops 
down on top of Darcy! The motorized Thomas engine rides on 
top of Darcy, and powers the digger along. Darcy’s rotating 
digging attachment knocks down boulders as the pair ride 
through a crumbling cave! The boulders are released when 
children turn the mineshaft crank. Thomas and Darcy make a 
dynamic, digging duo… and kids control the action! Requires 
2x AAA batteries (not included)
AX09E  £59.99

C. Thomas & Friends Trackmaster Motorised 
Dragon Escape Set
Join Thomas on his exciting journey as they send him 
towards his friend Yong Bao at the station. First, Thomas 
must escape the dragon’s fierce flames! After he speeds 
past the dragon, he’ll tip forward and crash through the 
station, which collapses to reveal a getaway route! When 
he passes below the dragon, it’ll automatically reset.
Requires 2x AAA batteries (not included)
AX09C  £24.99 

D. Thomas & Friends Trackmaster Motorised 
Hyper Glow Night Delivery  
Teamwork is at the centre of this fun-filled delivery adventure 
as Thomas and Cranky work together to get the job done! 
Night has fallen, but that can’t stop a very important dockside 
delivery from being completed. Luckily, this is Hyper Glow 
Thomas on the job, leaving a trail of light behind as he lights 
up the tracks! Requires 2x AAA (not included).
AX09D  £34.99

E £59.99
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A £24.99
B £34.99

New 
for 2019

New 
for 2019 C £22.99New 

for 2019

E £24.99

New 
for 2019

AS SEEN ON

TV

New 
for 2019

D £34.99 AS SEEN ON

TV

A. Disney Pixar Toy Story 4 Woody & Bullseye 
7” Adventure Pack
 Recreate  your  favourite  movie  scenes  with  Woody  
and  his  trusty  horse  Bullseye  in movie-inspired  relative  
scale!  The  steed  doesn’t  say  much,  but  he’s  a  brave  
and  helpful pal  eager  to  ride  like  the  wind  to  your  
next  movie  adventure. 
AX10A  £24.99

B. Disney Pixar Toy Story 4 Interactive True 
Talkers Ducky & Bunny 2 Pack
Recreate  exciting  carnival  adventures  from  Disney Pixar  
Toy  Story  4  with  this  talking,  interactive  character  two 
pack.  Bunny  and  Ducky  come  in  movie-inspired  relative  
scale  and  have  authentic  colours  and  styling.  Each  
figure  speaks  20+  sounds  and  phrases  for  realistic  
play. Requires 6x AG13 Button Cell batteries (included)
AX10B  £34.99

C. Toy Story 4 Mr Potato Head Movin Lips
Who knows what Mr. Potato Head will say or sing next? 
This interactive talking toy is fun and entertaining for kids 
as well as adults. Just attach his mouth and press the 
buttons. His lips synchronize to wacky songs and some 
really funny phrases! The talking toy features over 40 
phrases and 4 parodies two popular songs. Requires 3x 
AA batteries (included)
AX10C  £22.99

D. Disney Pixar Toy Story 4 Ultimate Walking 
Buzz Lightyear
This  super  special Buzz  Lightyear  comes  to  life  with  
lights,  sounds  and signature action moves!  Lead  
exciting, Toy  Story  4 adventures  to  infinity  and  beyond  
with  this  walking, talking Buzz! Kids will love  his  
animated  effects  as  he walks forward  and  back and  
speaks  lines  like  “Buzz  Lightyear” Requires 3x AAA 
batteries (not included)
AX10D  £34.99

E. Disney Pixar Toy Story 4 Buzz Lightyear Rapid 
Disc Blaster
 This  role-play  toy  comes  with  lights  and  sounds  and  
five  disc  projectiles  to  launch.  Run  into  battle  and  fire  a  
single  disc  or  engage  the  rapid-fire  option  and  unload  
them  all  at  sonic  speed!  Press  the  power  red  button  
to  hear  realistic  sounds  and  see  blaster  lights  for  even  
bigger  battle  thrills! Requires 3x AG13 Button Cell batteries 
(included)
AX10E  £24.99

Early Years
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A £64.99

*Wrist Blaster sold separately 

New 
for 2019

AS SEEN ON

TV

A. Disney Pixar Toy Story 4 Buzz Lightyear Space Ranger Armor With Jet Pack
 Become  Buzz  Lightyear  with  this  deluxe  Disney Pixar  Toy  Story  helmet  and  jet  pack!  The  Space  Ranger’s  iconic  gear  is  loaded  with  special  features  for  
authentic adventure play! Put  it  on  and  adjust  the  straps  for  a  perfect  fit.  The  armor  is  padded,  too.  Press  the  side  button  and  the  visor  closes  slowly  with  
a  cool  sound  for  dramatic  effect.  The  helmet  lights  up  and  says  phrases  when  you  press  the  control  panel’s  red  button  on  the  right  side.  Hear  action  
sounds  and  lines  like  “I  have  a  laser,  and  I  will  use  it!”  and  hear  a  jetpack  engine  roaring!  Suit  up  with  more  costume  gear  with  the  Buzz  Lightyear  
Disc  Blaster  and  Wrist  Communicator. Sold Separately  . Requires 3x AA 16batteries (included)
AX11A  £64.99

Early Years
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C £36.99New 
for 2019

D £59.99New 
for 2019

A £14.99 B £14.99

A. Toy Story Woody 10” Plush
Toy Story 4 Woody soft doll. Everybody’s favourite cowboy. 
Create your own Toy Story adventures with this fun loving 
Woody. Perfect for hours of imaginative play time. Other 
characters also available - why not collect them all! 
Complete with gift box.
AX12A  £14.99

B. Toy Story Buzz 10” Plush
Toy Story 4 Buzz Lightyear soft doll. To infinity, and beyond! 
Own your very own favourite space ranger and create 
lots of fabulous Toy Story adventures.  Other characters 
also available - why not collect them all! Complete with 
gift box.
AX12B  £14.99

C. Disney Pixar Toy Story 4 Imaginext 
Carnival Playset
Kids  can  recreate  their  favourite  moments  from  
Disney·Pixar  Toy  Story  4,  and  create  new  ones 
of  their  own,  with  this  action-packed  Imaginext  
carnival  playset.  Take  a  ride  on  the  spinning  rocket,  
send  Woody  zooming  down  the  slide,  and  use  the  
projectile  launcher  to  play  the  classic  carnival  game  
for  a  chance  to  win  Ducky!  What  zany  adventures  
will  Woody  get  up  to  next?  That’s  for  your  little  
adventurer to decide!  
AX12C  £36.99 

D. Disney Pixar Toy Story 4 Imaginext Buzz 
Bot
Your  little  Space  Ranger will love creating awesome  
Toy  Story adventures  with Buzz Lightyear  and  this  
Imaginext  robot  playset,  which  features  a  removable  
spaceship  and  launch  pad!  Place  Buzz  in  the  
cockpit  of  the  spaceship  and  turn  the  Power  Pad  
to  open  the  wings.  Now  he’s  ready  to  blast  off, to  
infinity  and  beyond!  With  a  fully  loaded  projectile  
launcher,  retractable  claw  arm,  and  hidden  jail  cell,  
this  action-packed  Imaginext  playset  has  everything  
your  child  needs  to  create  their  own  exciting  Disney 
Pixar  Toy  Story  adventures!  
AX12D  £59.99

New 
for 2018

Early Years
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A £89.99New 
for 2019

Look out for the
Highly Recommended !

A. Disney Pixar Toy Story 4 Buzz Lightyear Space Command Playset
Disney Pixar Toy  Story  fans  take  off  on  thrilling  intergalactic  adventures  with  the  Buzz  Lightyear  Star  Command  Spaceship!  This  deluxe  rocket  is  loaded  
with  special  features,  multiple  play  areas,  lights,  sounds,  modular  parts  and  Buzz  himself!  Open  the  playset  and  discover  a  light  up  cockpit  with  a  
canopy  that  opens  to  themed  sound  effects  and  fits  the  included,  exclusive,  glow  in  the  dark  Buzz  Lightyear  figure  in  the  driver’s  seat. Requires 3x AA 
batteries (not included)
AX13A  £89.99

Early Years
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New 
for 2019

D £31.99

A. Moon & Me Goodnight Pepi Nana Plush
‘Close your eyes. Now don’t you peep!’ Pepi Nana and 
Little Nana are ready to go to sleep! Pre-school kids 
and toddlers over 18 months old can practise tucking 
their little plush toy friends into bed with this snuggly 
talking stuffed toy. Just squeeze the Pepi Nana doll to 
hear her say 12 signature sleepytime phrases and sing 
1 song from the Moon and Me television series. Little 
Nana is attached to Pepi Nana’s dress and fits neatly in 
her pocket. The blanket also makes snuggle time oh so 
sweet for both these adorable friends. Requires 3x LR44 
batteries (included)
AX14A  £23.99

B. Bing Talking Plush
Soft & cuddly fabrics making the products super 
huggable. Press his tummy to hear some of his 
favourite phrases. Requires 3x LR44 batteries 
(included)
AX14B  £15.99

C. ITNG Sleepy Time Iggle Piggle
Based on the lead character from the much-loved 
CBeebies show, In the Night Garden, ‘Igglepiggle’ 
is super-soft and cuddly and holds his iconic red 
blanket. Simply press ‘Igglepiggle’s’ hand to activate 
his soft glowing cheeks and watch as his head gently 
sways from side to side as the soothing lullabies play. 
Requires 3x AA batteries (included)
AX14C  £29.99 

D. Hey Duggee Musical Duggee
Watch Duggee’s ears flap and move to songs from the 
show! Funny movement, upbeat music and flashing 
lights under Duggee’s badges will keep kids entertained. 
Requires 3x AA batteries (included) 
AX14D  £31.99 

E. Waffle the Wonder Dog
This super cuddle Waffle is everybody’s friend! 3 different 
sensors will activate Waffle, tickle his tummy to hear 
him talk. Press paw to hear part of the catchy chorus of 
the theme tune and finally pat his head to hear more 
phrases. Requires 3x AA batteries (included)
AX14E  £29.99 

C £29.99B £15.99

E £29.99

AS SEEN ON

TV

AS SEEN ON

TV

A £23.99

New 
for 2019

Early Years
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A £13.99
AS SEEN ON

TV

C £49.99
AS SEEN ON

TV

A. Super wings Transforming Jett
This toy plane rolls on real working wheels and 
transforms into a poseable robot in 10 easy steps. 
The challenge is fun for kids all ages. Watch as they 
master the transformation and re-enact their favourite 
missions from the popular preschool TV show
AX15A  £13.99 

B. Super wings Robot Ready Jett
At nearly ten inches tall, Robot Ready Jett is the ultimate 
interactive toy for your Super Wings fan. Open Jett’s arm 
panel to hear commands from Sky and open his leg panel 
to hear tune up sounds. Jett’s eyes and boosters light up 
when Jett speaks. This toy is motion-activated, so tilt Jett to 
hear more than fifteen sounds and phrases from the Super 
Wings show! Requires 3x AAA batteries (included)
AX15B   £19.99 

£34.99

C. Super wings Airport Adventures
The Missions Team Airport is the base for all Super Wings. 
Compatible with all 3-inch Transform-a-Bot characters, slide 
and turn the tower to release one of the 5 mission teams 
and launch them on their way to save the day. With lights & 
sounds, use the lift to send your character to the top of the 
patrol tower and re-enact their favourite scenes from the 
show! Requires 3x LR44 batteries (not included)
AX15C  £49.99

Was

£19.99
Now

B

Early Years
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A. Little Tikes You Drive Rescue Chopper
You are in control of the sky with the You Drive Rescue Chopper! Steer like a pro 
with motion steering and working headlights, auto start and stop and auto hover 
technology. Requires 6x AA batteries (not included)
AX16A  £34.99

B. Little Tikes Slammin’ Racers Turbo Tyre
 Get in the race with Little Tikes Slammin’ Racers! These slam powered 
cars go 15+ feet per slam and the rugged, durable design makes sure 
your tike is always ready to race. Launch your racer into the all terrain 
mega-wheel and watch it zoom on any surface! Includes an exclusive 
vehicle with real sounds. Requires 2x AA batteries (not included)
AX16B  £19.99

B £19.99

A £34.99New 
for 2019

New 
for 2019

Early Years
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A. Little Tikes My Buddy-Lalaphant
My Buddy-Lalaphant is the only learning plush that truly grows with your baby. 
Content evolves in three stages: Discover, Learn and Play and features over 
200 songs, sounds and phrases. Requires 3x AAA batteries (included)
AX17A  £19.99

B. Little Tikes Activity Garden
This multifunctional play centre from Little Tikes helps little ones develop fine motor 
skills in a safe, durable and enclosed environment. The play centre transforms 
without tools into an open, two-sided play centre for unlimited play possibilities! 
Requires 2x AAA batteries (not included)
AX17B  £89.99

Look out for the
Highly Recommended !

A £19.99

B £89.99

New 
for 2019

New 
for 2019

Early Years
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Early Years

A. Horse Grooming Station with Working 
Water Pump
The Playmobil Horse Grooming station has a functional 
washing station for the horses that sprays water from the 
hose. The rider is able to tie the horse to the wall using the 
ring and lead rope ready for a groom with the selection 
of brushes and cleaning products. Includes 1 Playmobil 
Horse, 1 Playmobil figure and lots of accessories.
AX18A  £24.99

B. Horse Box with Opening Door
The Playmobil Horse Box with opening sliding door is 
the perfect vehicle for transporting horses and ponies to 
stables or the next big horse show. There is space for two 
horses which can be loaded from the side ramp. There is 
also space inside for two figures to sleep. The removable 
roof and windshield allow easy access to the inside of the 
vehicle. The rear doors open to store all the tack needed, 
including saddle, reins and grooming kit. The set includes 1 
Playmobil figure, 1 horse and lots of accessories.
AX18B  £29.99 

C. 1.2.3 Zoo
Visit the animals at the zoo! At lunch time, the zoo-
keeper has plenty of bananas and fish to go round, 
so the animals are well looked after. The Playmobil 
1.2.3 Zoo features a variety of different animals to see, 
a penguin enclosure with a slide as well as a cave 
shelter and a swing for the monkeys. 
AX18C  £34.99

D. 1.2.3 My Take Along Noah’s Ark
The Playmobil 1.2.3 Noah’s Ark comes with 5 different 
animals - all in pairs - and, of course, Noah and his 
wife. The ark can float on water and has a removable 
deck for storing the animals. There is an integrated 
carry handle for easy transportation. 
AX18D  £29.99

E. Space Mission Rocket & Launch site
The main rocket engine includes interchangeable pieces; 
attach either the crew shuttle or payload (as well as lights 
and sound ). When preparing your rocket, use the rotating 
pods for a full 360° view around the launch tower. The 
service platform around the launch tower which is detailed 
with controls can also be moved up and down. The crew 
shuttle can fit up to 2 Playmobil figures and the roof can 
be opened to insert or remove figures. The set includes 
1 Playmobil astronaut, 2 engineers and lots of exciting 
accessories. Requires 2 x AAA batteries (not included)
AX18E  £49.99

F. Del’s Food Truck
Del’s Food Truck features a removable roof and windshield 
for easy access to the detailed interior. The driver’s cabin 
can seat up to 2 Playmobil figures. Inside, the truck is 
furnished with a sink, fridge and storage space and 
includes burritos, sleeping serum, enchanted hay and 
many other accessories. Enchanted hay can be also be 
attached to the roof rack. The set includes Marla and Del. 
AX18F  £44.99

E £49.99

B £29.99

New 
for 2019D £29.99

New 
for 2019

A £24.99

New 
for 2019

F £44.99

C £34.99New 
for 2019
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Early Years

A. Winter Phoenix
Experience the Winter World from beautiful heights. 
aboard the Winter Phoenix, part of the Playmobil 9472 
Magic Winter Phoenix with Jewellery Case play set. If 
you spot any gems on your journey, store them in the 
included jewellery case. Also included is a beautiful staff 
for the Princess to hold and other accessories.
AX19A  £17.99

B. Magic Sleigh with Royal Couple
Get the Royal treatment with the Playmobil 9473 Magic 
Sleigh with Royal Couple play set. Featuring a glamorous 
sleigh with a snow horse to take the Royal couple around 
the Winter World as well as many accessories for a great 
winter picnic. 
AX19B  £14.99

C. Advent Calendar  ‘Santa’s Workshop’
The Playmobil Santa’s Workshop Advent Calendar has 
24 boxes to count down to Christmas. As each box 
is opened, it creates a wonderful scene with Father 
Christmas and his elves helping load the sleigh with toys, 
pulled by his trusty reindeer. Once all surprises have 
been discovered, use the box as a diarama to complete 
the scene. Requires 1x3V battery (not included)
AX19C  £19.99 

D. Police Helicopter with LED Search Light
The Playmobil Police Helicopter with LED Searchlight has 
a working winch on the side and rotating rotor blades. 
The set comes complete with a flash light that can be 
attached to the bottom of the helicopter for night time 
missions. The set includes 2 Playmobil police officers and 
accessories. Requires 3x AAA batteries (not included)
AX19D  £26.99

E. Family Fun Park Play ground with Watchtower 
There’s lots of exciting fun and games at the Playmobil 9423 
Family Fun Park Play ground! The set features a watchtower 
with a slide as well as a seesaw, swing and a climbing wall 
with a net. 
AX19E  £29.99

F. Fire Ladder Unit
The Playmobil 9463 City Action Fire Ladder Unit is complete 
with an extendable and fully rotatable ladder, making sure 
the firefighters can reach any emergency. The vehicle can be 
raised with the built-in legs which slide out from underneath. 
Remove the roof from the driver’s cab for quicker access 
or exit, and use the hose reel for those hard-to-reach fires. 
The vehicle also features lights and siren sounds for realistic 
playtime. Requires 2 x AAA batteries (not included)
AX19F  £59.99

B £14.99

E £29.99

New 
for 2019

New 
for 2019 New 

for 2019
C £19.99A £17.99

F £59.99

New 
for 2019

D £26.99
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D £24.99

A £18.50

E £29.99

A. Hot Wheels 10 Car Giftpack 
Since their debut in 1968, Hot Wheels vehicles have been 
an enduring favourite of collectors, car enthusiasts and 
racing fans of all ages. The 10-Pack assortment includes 
a variety of vehicles. Each car is featured at 1:64 scale 
with realistic details and authentic deco’s. Makes a great 
gift for kids and collectors of all ages.
AX20A  £18.50

B. Hot Wheels Mega Red Hauler
The Hot Wheels Mega Hauler is a big rig for big 
adventures with endless storytelling possibilities. This 
massive hauler can be loaded with up to 50 cars in its 
six expandable levels and that’s just the beginning! At 
the back of the hauler there is a ramp that comes down 
to connect to Hot Wheels City sets.
AX20B  £26.99

C. Hot Wheels Track Builder Race Centre
Hot Wheels Track Builder Race Crate makes it possible 
to master 3+ unique races with transforming 4 lane 
racing and stunting all in one box! Easy set-up and 
breakdown for storage and play. Totally reconfigurable 
with 2 Hot Wheels die-cast cars.
AX20C  £52.99

D. Hot Wheels Track Builder Starter Kit  
Start building an epic world of Hot Wheels tracks or add 
on to an existing track set with new brick components 
to foster creativity and experimentation! Re-configure 
and customize with bricks and track pivot points for 
nearly endless configurations. This impressive kit is a 
great  way to start your Track Builder collection! 
AX20D  £24.99

E. Hot Wheels Monster Trucks Monster
Mover
 Transport  your  Hot  Wheels  Monster  Trucks  in  style  
with  the  Monster  Mover!   Featuring  iconic  Bone  Shaker  
sculpted  details  and  deco.  This  large-scale  transporter  
stores  up  to  12  trucks  that  kids  can  launch  into  action  
from  the  rear  ramp.  Unlock  storytelling  and  imaginative  
play  with  the  Monster  Mover  featuring  giant  tyres  for  
rolling  over  obstacles  with  Bone  Shaker  attitude. 
AX20E  £29.99

New 
for 2019

C £52.99

B £26.99

Boys
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A. Hot Wheels Monster Trucks Mecha Shark Face Off Play 
Set
 Mecha Shark Face-Off play set is a high stakes head-to-head Monster Truck 
battle where winners get the trophy and everyone else gets eaten by the 
shark! Two Hot Wheels 1:64 scale Monster Trucks with their signature giant 
wheels are up against each other and a menacing mechanical shark. One 
truck is a die-cast Hot Wheels Racing Truck and the other a break-apart crash 
test vehicle called “Crash Recruit” unique to this set. Kids test their timing skills 
in a circular arena with a large trophy cup in the centre. Get the action started 
and place trucks on opposing launchers to slam into each other in two player 
mode! Land inside the trophy to win or miss and become shark bait! 
AX21A  £24.99

B. Hot Wheels City Smashin Triceratops Play set
Kids are challenged to save Hot Wheels City from a giant rampaging Triceratops! 
This exciting set provides storytelling play based on heroic action and skill. 
Challenge kids to stop the giant Triceratops from charging by launching into the 
destructive dino to take him down! Set includes a huge Triceratops dino on Hot 
Wheels City Main Street, a slam launcher shaped like a truck with orange track and 
a dramatic takedown moment.  Includes one Hot Wheels vehicle take down the 
Triceratops and save Hot Wheels City. Build a Hot Wheels City by connecting other 
City play sets together. City play sets are also compatible with orange track and 
other sets.
AX21B  £24.99

B £24.99

New 
for 2019 A £24.99

Boys
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A. Hot Wheels Action Colossal Crash
Hot Wheels Colossal Crash track set is the ultimate, show-stopping, top-of-the-list toy for the Hot Wheels Action Boy! New for 2019, the biggest boosted set Hot Wheels has 
ever made, this track’s layout is over 5 feet wide. It’s packed with speed and boosted action to get your cars crashing and smashing!  Double figure-eight design offers 
multi-player fun, lets you race lots of cars at once, and ups the potential crash factor! Use the levers to control the action. You can send your cars zooming through the 
crash zone on the ground or into the air for spectacular aerial crashes! Set folds up in a couple easy steps for easy storage. Hours of competitive fun for Hot Wheels lovers!
AX22A  £89.99

A £89.99 AS SEEN ON

TVNew 
for 2019

Boys
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A. Hot Wheels City Ultimate Garage 
Hot Wheels Ultimate Garage with a HUGE loop and surprise shark attack! Ignite kids’ imagination and storytelling with awesome 
features including storage for 80+ cars. Includes 2 Hot Wheels die-cast cars.
AX23A  £109.99

Look out for the
Highly Recommended !

A £109.99
Ultimate 
Garage!

Boys
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B £24.99

A. Batman Missions Missile Launcher 
Batmobile Vehicle
Race through the streets of Gotham City and defeat 
DC Super-Villains in this iconic, sleek Batmobile! Put 
your favorite 12” action figure in the cockpit and speed 
to the scene of the crime. Fire two projectiles while in 
motion. Then park, grab the weapon off the Batmobile, 
arm your action figure and engage in hand to hand 
combat! The weapon can also be attached at different 
ports on the vehicle to alter your attack. Drive the most 
technologically advanced crime-fighting machine on 
the planet and save Gotham City from lethal enemies!
AX24A  £34.99

B. Batman 12” Total Armour Batman 
Figure
Prepare for epic missions with this 12” scale Batman 
action figure featuring removable “titanium” armour, 
lights, sounds and 11 points of articulation to create 
life-like poses. Trigger the chestplate and Batman will 
call out secret phrases as he races into action. Switch 
his Batsuit to go from base mode to armour mode 
and you will unlock additional phrases! Sound effects 
include a grenade exploding, cape swish, and double 
punch. Iconic phrases include “This city is under my 
protection”, and “You’re going down”  Requires 3x 
LR44 batteries (included)
AX24B  £24.99

C. Heroes of Goo Jit Zu Ultimate Hero
The battle of goo versus evil is at breaking point! It’s 
time for Blazagon to power-up from within and morph 
into Supagoo Blazagon! With twice the size and twice 
the fire power! Stretch him for attack lights and sounds! 
Squeeze his power fist to launch the fireball! He’s 
supa squishy, supa sized and ready to compete in the 
ultimate battle! Requires 3x LR44 batteries (included)
AX24C  £29.99

D. Treasure X Kings Gold Treasure Tomb
Are you worthy to take on the ultimate quest for 
treasure! Conquer the tomb through a whopping 30 
levels of adventure to find guaranteed real gold dipped 
treasure! Can you survive the Treasure Tomb and find 
the Kings Gold? Crack open the golden skull to begin the 
ultimate Treasure X experience!  
AX24D  £49.99

Look out for the
Highly Recommended !

A £34.99

New 
for 2019

C £29.99

D £49.99
AS SEEN ON

TV

New 
for 2019

Boys
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A. Crate Creatures Belly Buster
Mix your own slime with the Crate Creatures Belly 
Buster. Add slime powder and water to Belly 
Buster’s stomach and mix it around with the Belly 
Blender for a disgusting, smelly goo. You can 
even make it bubble up with the Fart Foot button! 
Requires 3x AA batteries (not included)
AX25A  £54.99 

B. Transformers Cyberverse Optimus 
Prime
The race to find the Allspark is on between the 
heroic Autobots and evil Decepticons in the 
Cyberverse animated series! With the Allspark, 
both sides can harness incredible new powers, 
including the power to convert Earth vehicles into 
Spark Armour: battle-ready gear that allows them 
to fight in new places and in new ways. 
AX25B  £39.99

C. Robozuna Mega Clunk
Bring the ultimate bot-battling competition to life! This 
30cm fully articulated Mega Clunk figure comes com-
plete with poseable joints and battle technology. Push 
his chest button for Clunk’s signature light-up eyes and 
sound effects. Windup Clunk to perform his signature 
spinning move, ‘The Clunk-A-Matic’. Bonus item: Mega 
Clunk comes with an interchangeable Saw arm. Push 
the button on his arm to activate. Requires 2x AAA 
batteries (included)
AX25C  £29.99 

D. Robozuna Mega Mangle
Get ready to bring the ultimate bot-battling-bot 
competition to life! This 30cm fully articulated Mega 
Mangle figure comes complete with poseable joints 
and battle technology. Push his chest button for 
Mangle’s signature light-up eyes and sound effects. 
Push buttons on his arms to release his welder and 
pop-out blocker sheild. Requires 2x AAA batteries 
(included)
AX25D  £29.99

Look out for the
Highly Recommended !

D £29.99

New 
for 2019 A £54.99 AS SEEN ON

TV

B £39.99 AS SEEN ON

TV

C £29.99 AS SEEN ON

TV

Boys
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Look out for the
Highly Recommended !

A. Pokemon My Partner Pikachu
Engage with Pikachu like never before! 3 touch sensors 
let you and Pikachu communicate in a new and fun 
way. Watch Pikachu’s arms and ears move, his cheeks 
and tail light up or hear him say 1 of his iconic Pikachu 
phrases. 2 modes of play - Discovery and Train, create 
over 100 interactions for you to explore! Requires 3x LR44 
batteries (included)
AX26A      £29.99 

B. Pokemon Power Action Charmander
Introducing Flame Action Charmander! With over 20 
reactions for you to play and discover. Squeeze the 
buttons in Charmander’s hands and chest for different 
lights and sounds. Including light-up mouth, tail and 
speech. He’s also super soft and cuddly! Requires 3x AAA 
batteries (included)
AX26B    £29.99

C. SpongeBob Giggle Blaster
SpongeBob just came out with the silliest blaster ever 
with the SpongeBob SquarePants Giggle Blaster! Press 
the trigger to hear gross sounds, activate cool lights 
and shoot silly string! Cover your friends and family for 
lots of silly string fun! Compatible with all 3oz (87ml) silly 
string cans. Requires 2x AAA batteries (not included)
AX26C  £19.99

D. Laser X Morph Double Pack
The ultimate high tech game of tag just got even hotter! 
Set contains 2 Blasters which morph into Gaming Pods 
with 3 built-in games to test your speed and skill any 
time of day or night. With a blast range of 90 metres, 
built-in voice coach and digital lights and sounds. And 
of course all Laser X gear works together so you can 
play one-on-one or take on the whole neighbourhood! 
Set Contains 2 Laser X Morph Blasters. Requires 6 x AAA 
batteries (3 per Blaster)
AX26D £49.99

A £29.99 B £29.99

New 
for 2019

New 
for 2019 New 

for 2019

D £49.99
New 
for 2019C £19.99 AS SEEN ON

TV

Boys
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Look out for the
Highly Recommended !

B £30.99

A. WWE Deluxe Championship Belt
Bring the noise of the ring home with the DLX Championship 
Belt! The sculpted, inflatable belt brings to life the experience of 
WWE royalty with real sounds from the show! Music and cool 
SFX make this championship belt the must have accessory for 
any WWE fan. Requires 3x AAA batteries (included)
AX27A  £19.99

B. WWE Championship Belt Assorted
Kids will love wearing the championships belt that celebrates 
the top Superstars and honours their distinction as the very best. 
Strap on the large victory championship belt and feel like a WWE 
superstar. Wave it around or fling it over your shoulders like the 
superstars do in the ring and feel the thrills and power of being 
the best! Each belt sold separately. Styles may vary. 
AX27B  £30.99

C. WWE Wrekkin Performance Centre
Get ready to wreck the competition with the WWE 
Wrekkin’ Ring inspired by the WWE training centre 
where Superstars workout and hone their skills! 
Playset features a backstage gym area with 
breakable accessories, collapsible scaffolding, 
breakaway sign and collapsible ring. Colours and 
decorations may vary.
AX27C  £49.99 

D. Stretch WWE Roman Reigns
The ultimate superstar WWE fighter Roman Reigns in 
giant stretch figure form! Stretch him, pull him, tie him 
in knots. When you release him he uses his amazing 
stretch to slowly return to his normal shape. Have 
super stretchy fun with this Large Roman Reigns Figure
AX27D  £24.99

D £24.99

C £49.99New 
for 2019

A £19.99

AS SEEN ON

TV

AS SEEN ON

TV

Boys
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A. Jurassic World Primal Pal Blue
Be a part of the Jurassic World action and adventure! 
Inspired by fan favorite, Velociraptor Blue, this Primal 
Pal dinosaur figure captures the magic of Blue as a 
young Velociraptor, bonding with Owen in her first 
training sessions!  Kids can bring Primal Pal Blue to life 
by pressing down on her back, which will unlock her 
innovative, realistic movements. You can watch her 
wiggle from side to side; rotate her neck and torso, and 
open and close her jaws to activate movie-inspired 
sound effects! Requires 3x AG13 Button Cell (included)
AX28A      £29.99 

B. Matchbox Jurassic World RC Vehicle 
Jeep Wrangler Raptor Attack
Inspired by the Jurassic World movies, this large-scale 
replica Jeep Wrangler comes with a fully functional 
remote control and awesome game-like action! One of 
the standard staff vehicles at Jurassic World the Jeep 
RC vehicle includes realistic features, authentic deco, a 
3.75-inch Owen action figure and a Velociraptor Blue 
action figure! Requires 2x AAA & 6x AA batteries (not 
included)
AX28B  £59.99

C. Jurassic World Destroy ‘n’ Devour 
Indominus Rex
 Indominus Rex is the most terrifying and deadliest 
dinosaur ever masterminded by science. Inspired by 
the film, this larger-size Indominus Rex dinosaur is 
approximately 8 ½ inches high and 23-inches long and 
wreaks havoc and fear everywhere! Ominous features 
include ghostly white scales, vicious teeth, and long, 
dagger-like forearms. Indominus Rex features dual-button 
movement and sound activation. Requires 3x AG13 Button 
Cell batteries (included) Colours and decorations may vary. 
AX28C  £44.99

A £29.99
B £59.99

New 
for 2019

C £44.99New 
for 2019

AS SEEN ON

TV

Boys
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A. Nerf Nstrike Surgefire
Slam the competition with a surge of 15 darts from the Nerf 
SurgeFire blaster! This N-Strike Elite blaster has a rotating 
drum that holds 15 darts. Choose a target and blast 1 dart a 
time, or slam-fire all 15 darts rapidly to pour on the firepower. 
This pump-action blaster launches darts up to 90 feet (27 
metres), so surge into battle and take control of the action! 
Includes 15 Elite darts.
AX29A  £25.99

B. Nerf Nstrike Trilogy
The Trilogy DS-15 toy blaster has ejecting shells to heat up 
your Nerf dart-blasting action! Unleash a triple-dart blast with 
this Nerf blaster that shoots 3 darts at once from each shell. 
AX29B  £38.99

C. Nerf Fortnite HC-E
The Nerf Fortnite HC-E blaster is inspired by the 
blaster used in the Fortnite video game! Take your 
Fortnite battles into real life with this single-shot Nerf 
Mega blaster and storm into powerful dart blasting! 
Front-load 1 dart into the barrel, move the slide to 
prime, and pull the trigger to fire. It comes with 3 
Official Nerf Mega darts. 
AX29C  £12.99 

D. Nerf Fortnite TS
The Nerf Fortnite TS blaster is inspired by the blaster 
used in the popular Fortnite video game, replicating the 
look and colours from inside the game. Load 4 darts 
into the internal clip, prime, and pull the trigger to fire a 
dart. It comes with 8 Official Nerf Mega darts. 
AX29D  £50.99

New 
for 2019

B £38.99 AS SEEN ON

TV

D £50.99New 
for 2019

AS SEEN ON

TV

A £25.99 AS SEEN ON

TV

C £12.99New 
for 2019

Boys
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A. Power Rangers Beast Morphers X Morper
In the Power Rangers Beast Morphers series, Rangers 
morph into their superhuman form by activating their 
Morpher. Now kids can imagine that they’re activating 
their own super powers with the Beast-X Morpher toy. 
Putting it on the wrist and saying ‘It’s Morphin’ Time’ 
activates music, lights and sound effects. Insert the 
included Morph-X key to unlock character sounds and 
phrases. Requires 2x AA batteries (included) 
AX30A    £29.99

B. Power Rangers Feature Zord
GO GO POWER RANGERS! Imagine roaring into battle 
alongside the Red Ranger and Dragon Thunderzord 
with these Power Rangers toys, inspired by the 
Mighty Morphin Power Rangers TV series! Sized right 
for younger rangers, the collectible 3-inch action 
figure and 14-inch Zord toy let boys and girls get a 
grip on big fun! Kids ages 3 and up will love pressing 
down on the Zord toy’s tail, activating flapping wings, 
a roaring mouth, light-up eyes and tongue, and 
sound effects. Requires 2x AA batteries (included)
AX30B  £29.99

C. Power Rangers Beast Morphers 
Ultrazord
When the villain is too powerful for the Power Rangers 
alone, they summon their Zords and join together to 
form the Beast-X Ultrazord, the ultimate in Morphin 
power! Imagine teaming up and battling the Power 
Rangers’ toughest enemies with the Beast-X Ultrazord. 
This action figure can detect certain positions and say 
cool things like “Beast-X Ultrazord attack!”, “Wow! 
We’re going fast now!”, and “Woah! Everything’s upside 
down!” Includes accessory for extra fun. Requries 2x AA 
batteries (included)
AX30C      £39.99

A £29.99New 
for 2019

B £29.99

C £39.99New 
for 2019

New 
for 2019

AS SEEN ON

TV

AS SEEN ON

TV

Boys
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A. Avengers Titan Hero Deluxe Thanos
The evil Thanos sets his sights on Earth as he continues 
his quest for the Infinity Stones. Imagine the purple Titan 
collecting Infinity Stones in his quest for ultimate power 
with the 12-inch scale Thanos figure from the Titan Hero 
Series, inspired by the Avengers: Endgame movie. This 
figure includes a port for the Titan Hero Power FX pack (not 
included; sold separately with Titan Hero Power FX figures) 
so when kids connect the pack, they can power up their 
figure and activate character-specific sounds and phrases 
from Avengers: Endgame! Requires 3x LR44 batteries 
(included)
AX31A    £19.99

B. Avengers Hulk Gamma Grip Fist
Hulk smash – and kids can too, with these awesome 
Gamma Grip Fists! Put one on each hand and then 
you’ll feel just like your favourite smashing superhero. 
They grip, they grab – they smash! Hulk up for 
awesome superhero adventures with the Gamma 
Grip Fists! 
AX31B  £20.99

C. Avengers Titan Hero Iron Man
This figure includes a Titan Hero Power FX launcher 
to attach to the arm port, so when kids connect the 
launcher, they can power up their figure, activate 
character-specific sounds and phrases from the 
Avengers: Endgame film and launch a projectile! 
Requires 3x LR44 batteries (included)
AX31C      £23.99

D. Spiderman Web Gear Spiderman
Peter Parker gears up in one of his three Spider suits 
to protect the world from his enemies! With this deluxe 
13” scale Web Gear Spider-Man action figure, kids can 
imagine the most exciting scenes from the Spider-Man: Far 
From Home movie. The figure includes extra chest pieces 
and masks, giving fans the option to upgrade Spidey’s 
suit. The attachable web blaster arm accessory and an 
in-built spider insignia sound FX button make the Web 
Gear Spider-Man figure an ideal gift for fans of the webbed 
warrior! Requires 2x AAA batteries (included)
AX31D  £29.99

A £19.99
B £20.99

C £23.99 D £29.99

Boys
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New 
for 2019

New 
for 2019

A. Barbie Dreamtopia Feature Mermaid
Sparkle Lights Barbie mermaid doll helps imaginations dive 
into the magical world of Barbie Dreamtopia, she features a 
mechanical tail that “swims” with the push of a button and 
light shows that can be activated when dipped into water 
(or out of water)! Requires 3x LR44 batteries (included)
AX32A  £22.99

B. Barbie Magic Touch Unicorn & Doll
Fairytale  lovers  can  play  out  so  many  storylines  with  
whimsical  light  shows  and  sound  effects,  both  activated  
by  touch.  There  are  multiple  ways  to  play:  touch  or  
pet  the  unicorn’s  body,  tap  its  horn  or  feed  it  a  snack  
to  see  colourful,  starry  lights  and  hear  music  or  sweet  
sounds.  Help  Barbie  doll  feed  the  unicorn  with  the  
included  ice  cream  cone  accessory  to  hear  it  “munch”  
on  its  snack  and  watch  it  light  up,  or  hold  the  unicorns 
body to hear galloping sounds
Requires 3x AA batteries (included)
AX32B  £49.99

C. Barbie Cake Bakery Playset & Doll
Barbie doll and her cake decorating playset are ready 
to help kids have their ‘cake’ and decorate it, too! This 
creativity toy is the perfect recipe for playtime with three 
containers of Barbie dough in pink, blue and confetti that 
work with the set’s working features. 
AX32C  £34.99

A £22.99

C £34.99
New 
for 2019

B £49.99 AS SEEN ON

TV
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A. Barbie Chelsea Camper with Doll & Car
The  Club  Chelsea  Camper  detaches  from  the  car  and  transforms  into  a  
campsite  playset  to  create  a  home  away  from  home!  Hitch  the  camper  
to  the  convertible  car  to  travel,  and  unhitch  when  it’s  time  to  camp.  Then  
open  the  camper  to  reveal  a  kitchen  with  sink,  stove  and  fridge  (with  a  
working  door!)  and  two  bunk  beds  (with  a  ladder!)  so  there’s  always  room  
for  a  friend.  There’s  even  a  doggie  door  so  her  pet  puppy  can  come  and  
go.  
AX33A  £34.99

B. Barbie Dream Plane
Imaginations take off with the Barbie dreamplane. It opens to let young explorers 
play out the journey! Simply lift the top and open the side to reveal space for three 
dolls (the seats recline!), storage for the suitcase (included) and more than 15 
storytelling pieces. Serve up fun with a dining cart and food pieces or catch some 
zzz’s with an eye mask, headset and blanket. Doll not included.
AX33B  £79.99

Over 10 accessories!!

New 
for 2019

New 
for 2019

A £34.99 AS SEEN ON

TV

B £79.99 AS SEEN ON

TV

Girls
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A. Little Live Omg Pets Playset
OMG! Have you ever seen a more adorable Pet? They’re 
Oh So Soft and sound so real! Feed them, squeeze them, 
and love them! Take your Bestie out in the designer bag! 
The totally perfect accessory  whether it’s nap time, snack 
time or when you and your OMG Pet are on the go! 
Requires 3x LR44 batteries (included)
AX34A £19.99

B . Little Live Cozy Dozy
Cozy Dozys Cubbles is the super soft and interactive 
cuddly teddy bear that is so playful and the perfect 
bedtime buddy. Cubbles responds to being tickled 
on its tummy and patted on its head. There’s a soft 
blanket included  to lovingly wrap around your bear 
and a toy pacifier to help soothe Cubbles to sleep. 
Requires 2x AA batteries (included)
AX34B  £29.99

C. Little Live Rainglow Unicorn Vet Kit  
Rainglow the Unicorn loves to share mystical adventures 
with you but sometimes she can feel unwell and needs 
your help. With your included Magical Vet Set you can treat 
Rainglow and make her better so that she is a happy and 
healthy Unicorn again!  As you treat Rainglow you can see 
the expression on her face change and her horn glows 
to show you she is feeling well again! Requires 4x AAA 
batteries (included)
AX34C  £59.99

New 
for 2019

B £29.99 AS SEEN ON

TVNew 
for 2019

A £19.99 AS SEEN ON

TV

C £59.99New 
for 2019
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A. Polly Pocket Pollyville - Polly’s House 
This playset opens to reveal 4 stories, 5 rooms, 4 fun reveals, 11 accessories 
and includes a micro Polly doll,  little brother Paxton Pocket doll and Peaches 
the dog! Pocket House comes with many fun items for set up play: a rocking 
horse, Paxton Pocket doll’s high chair, a table and 2 chairs, couch, Peaches’ 
doghouse, a trampoline, and bike. Explore 4 floors of fun including: Polly’s 
bedroom with laptop and closet; Paxton’s room where Polly doll can put 
Paxton Pocket doll in his crib or they can play on the rocking horse; a bathroom 
with fun tub to get sudsy clean or a shower; and a living room to hang out and 
watch TV, a table and chairs for eating, and stereo/music for dancing (stick 
Polly doll on the dance floor and it spins). There’s also a kitchen to make food 
and a high chair so Polly doll can feed Paxton Pocket doll plus they can play 
outside, jump on the trampoline that really bounces and ride a bike 
AX35A  £24.99

B. Polly Pocket Pollyville Mega Mall
The Mega Mall features 6 floors of shopping fun, play pieces to customize the 
storytelling experience, a cool winding parking garage and vehicle to get home, too!  
There’s so much to see and do! Polly and Lila dolls can enter the lobby with spinning 
doors by spinning the fountain; grab a bite at the food court; check out clothes at the 
boutique and walk the runway; skate on the skate ramp, score a goal or shoot a hoop 
at the sports centre; check out the aquarium at the pet store with a fun puppy pet 
area for Peaches; hang out at the electronics store; and end the day with a movie and 
some popcorn (theatre folds down and popcorn machine spins). And, Polly or Lila doll 
can ride the spinning elevator and visit all 6 floors! 
AX35B  £39.99

Look out for the
Highly Recommended !

B £39.99

New 
for 2019

New 
for 2019

A £24.99

Girls
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C £24.99

New 
for 2019

A. Harry Potter Yule Ball Doll 
This Harry Potter film-inspired doll brings Harry back 
to Hogwarts for an enchanted evening at the Yule Ball. 
This Harry Potter doll looks just like his character in Harry 
Potter and the Goblet of Fire and comes dressed in his 
Yule Ball look, featuring modern dress robes in all black 
over a crisp, white shirt and a matching bow tie. 
AX36A  £24.99

B. Harry Potter Ron Yule Ball Doll
This Harry Potter film-inspired doll brings Ron Weasley 
back to Hogwarts for an enchanted evening at the Yule 
Ball. The Ron Weasley doll looks just like his character in 
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire and comes dressed in 
his unforgettable Yule Ball look featuring hand-me-down 
traditional dress robes with a pink lace trim and a green 
bow tie (that probably looked better on his Great Aunt 
Tessie). True-to-movie details and a Yule Ball invitation 
accessory add to the storytelling fun. 
AX36B  £24.99

 C. Harry Potter Hermione Yule Ball Doll
This Harry Potter film-inspired doll brings Hermione 
Granger back to Hogwarts for an enchanted evening 
at the Yule Ball. Hermione Granger doll looks just 
like her character in Harry Potter and the Goblet of 
Fire and comes dressed in her unforgettable Yule 
Ball ensemble, featuring a ruffled pink gown with an 
elegant ombre effect and a delicate bow detail at the 
waist. 
AX36C  £24.99

D. Harry Potter Cho Chang Yule Ball Doll
This Harry Potter film-inspired doll brings Cho Chang 
back to Hogwarts for an enchanted evening at the Yule 
Ball. This Cho Chang doll looks just like her character in 
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire and comes dressed 
in her unforgettable Yule Ball ensemble, featuring a 
seafoam-green gown with pink trim and elegant floral 
details. 
AX36D  £24.99 

Look out for the
Highly Recommended !

D £24.99

B £24.99A £24.99

New 
for 2019

New 
for 2019

New 
for 2019
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A £24.99New 
for 2019

B £16.99
New 
for 2019

C £79.99New 
for 2019

A. My Little Pony Rainbow Glitter Tail 
Surprise
Discover the magic of the rainbow with the Rainbow 
Tail Surprise pack! In the My Little Pony Rainbow Road 
Trip special, the Mane 6 have to bring back the rainbow 
when they travel to a land without colour. Inspired by 
entertainment, these pony figures’ tails are colourless 
until placed in water! Use water to reveal beautiful, rain-
bow-coloured tails, then repeat once the colour fades 
away. Also use water to reveal beautiful colours on the 
Twilight Sparkle figure’s wings.  
AX37A  £24.99

B. Soggy Doggy’s Friends Daisy 
Daisy is an excitable little pup with 3 different actions 
and sound effects! They will walk, cuddle, sleep & 
snore! Requires 3x AAA batteries (not included)
AX37B  £16.99

C. Fur Real Cubby the Bear
FurReal Cubby, the Curious Bear Interactive Plush Toy is 
a dream companion for kids, one who’ll excitedly take 
part in all their adventures, and snuggle next to them 
at the end of day. Cubby is a curious young cub, and is 
eager to be picked up and held (he hugs you back!), play 
peek-a-boo, and even dance from time to time, and let’s 
not forget snack time! Feed him his bottle or treat him and 
he’ll make eating sounds. He’s a chatty little bear too, he 
babbles back when he’s spoken to. In nighttime mode, 
this cutie closes his eyes, makes sleepy sounds, and plays 
one of four 5-minute sequences of soft music. Requires 4x 
C batteries (included)
AX37C                     £79.99

AS SEEN ON

TV

Girls
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A. Baby Annabell 
Baby Annabell is just like a real baby. With a soft body 
and beautiful face she offers a unique experience for 
any little doll parent. She can cry real tears, be rocked to 
sleep and loves her dummy. Plus she moves her mouth 
realistically when drinking and makes cute noises to 
indicate what mood she is in. Requires 3x AA batteries 
(not included)
AX38A  £59.99

B. Baby Annabell Deluxe Coat Set 43cm
Your little one will love dressing Baby Annabell in 
this adorable Deluxe Coat Set, perfect for wrapping 
up Baby Annabell on a cold day! Featuring a lovely 
purple check pattern, our Deluxe Coat comes with a 
matching scarf and hat set, as well as purple boots. 
Baby Annabell will be so cosy!
AX38B  £21.99

 C. Baby Annabell Lunch Time Table
There’s lots of fun to be had with our Baby Annabell 
Lunch Time Table. Little ones will love picking what Baby 
Annabell would like to eat. Does she want peas or 
carrots? Is it berries or custard for pudding? What drink 
does she want? Sit her in the chair and see her reaction. 
Featuring an amusing menu selection game, plus sound 
and light effects. Includes 3 main courses, 3 desserts and 
a bottle with drink selection.  Requires 3x AA batteries 
(not included)
AX38C  £34.99

A £59.99
B £21.99New 

for 2019

C £34.99New 
for 2019

AS SEEN ON

TV

AS SEEN ON

TV
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A. Baby Born Soft Touch Girl 43cm
Hello BABY born! Softer and more huggable than before, 
little ones will love our BABY born Soft Touch Girl, perfect 
for lots of playing and cuddling! Featuring flexible arms 
and legs for lots of fun role-play and easy dressing, 
this BABY born Soft Touch Girl will soon become your 
little one’s best friend! Plus she has 9 life-like functions 
including drinking real water, crying real tears, going to 
the potty, sleeping and she can even go in the bath! 
AX39A  £49.99

B. Baby Born Princess on Ice set 43cm
BABY born will be a true ice princess in this lovely 
snowflake inspired gown with silver tiara. Playing 
dress-up with BABY born has never been more fun! 
Includes ice skates for extra winter-themed fun. Doll 
not included. 
AX39B  £13.99

C. Baby Born Surprise Bathtub Surprise
Adorable BABY born Surprise doll with 20+ surprises 
to discover! This 28cm doll comes with a pink bathtub 
and turquoise towel which help you to reveal all of her 
amazing surprises!
AX39C                     £34.99

Look out for the
Highly Recommended !

A £49.99 B £13.99AS SEEN ON

TV New 
for 2019

*Doll not included*

C £34.99 AS SEEN ON

TVNew 
for 2019
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A. Baby Alive Happy Hungry Baby
Baby Alive Happy Hungry Baby captures the joy and 
messiness of feeding time! Put baby’s bib on and sit her 
at her feeding tray while you mix up her favourite food. 
When you offer baby her spoon, she’ll open wide, giggle, 
move and ask for more! When she’s finished, give her 
a drinking cup. Uh-oh! Time to change baby’s nappy! 
With over 50 real baby sounds and phrases, realistic 
doll expressions, a special interactive spoon, two doll 
food packets, bib, drinking cup and two nappies, this 
adorable baby doll makes feeding and changing time 
feel oh-so-real and oh-so-FUN for little mummies and 
daddies! Requires 4x AA batteries (included)
AX40A  £49.99 

B. Ballerina Dreamer Dancing Ballerina
The Ballerina Dreamer Dancing Ballerina can dance 
just like a real ballerina! Press down on her magical 
tiara and watch her pirouette, spin on both toes, kick 
forwards and backwards. She can shuffle her feet 
and even do the splits. And as she dances press her 
to hear beautiful music for her to perform to! Her tutu 
even lights up for a truly dazzling performace. Watch 
her sparkle and shine! Requires 3x AA batteries 
(included)
AX40B  £39.99

C. Dolls Luxury 3 in 1 Pram
The deluxe pram is perfect for your little ones dolls and 
comes with removable doll’s mosses basket, canopy, 
basket and height adjustable handle.
AX40C  £39.99

D. Double Decker 3 Wheeler Stroller
Take both of your favourite dolls out shopping in this 
pretty stroller, theres plenty of storage underneath for all 
of your treats.
AX40D  £29.99

D £29.99

3 in 1 
Pram

C £39.99

Removable
Carry cot

A £49.99
AS SEEN ON

TV

New 
for 2019

B £39.99 AS SEEN ON
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for 2019
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A. LOL Surprise Ooh La La Surprise Assorted
Introducing L.O.L. Surprise! Ooh La La Baby Surprise, 
featuring Lil Sisters like you’ve never seen them before. 
This bigger version of a Lil comes in a fiercely fashionable 
kitty purse for you. Unbox so many makeup and wear 
& share surprises, including a dummy necklace with 
colour-change lip gloss, and a play mobile phone that has 
4 colours of shimmer inside. Also comes with a bottle filled 
with disappearing glitter. Pack all the accessories into the 
fabulous purse to take your makeup and doll on-the-go. 
Styles may vary
AX41A  £39.99

B. Barbie Colour & Style Styling Head
Add colour to Barbie’s hair like a real stylist with the 
colour change hair chalk and brush applicator. Add 
water to the applicator brush and swipe Barbie’s 
nails to activate fun colour change! Customise 
Barbie’s hair clips with the pop-in gems.The perfect 
set for every stylist
AX41B  £39.99

C. Frozen Elsa Styling Head
Inspired by the hit Disney movie, Frozen, the Elsa Styling 
Head will soon become your little one’s favourite friend! 
Style Elsa’s glamorous hair up or down for a fairytale day 
or enchanted evening look. The hairstyling options are as 
endless as your imagination! Each set comes complete 
with styling head along with 13 hair accessories for wear 
and share fun! 
AX41C                   £17.99

B £39.99 C £17.99

A £39.99New 
for 2019

New 
for 2019

Girls
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A. Num Num Snackable Slime Birthday 
Cake
Num Noms Snackables makes playing with your “food” 
fun! Unbox an explosion of adorable, bite-sized “snacks” 
that are so deliciously cute! Create the perfect slime cake 
with Num Noms Snackables Birthday Cake Slime Kit. 
Build, frost, then decorate using the scented cake slices 
to create so many slime cake recipes. Stack the delicious 
scented cake slices and frost with the frosting slime. 
Then start decorating with the icing slime, sprinkles 
toppings, and birthday candles. Serve your cake, then 
create a new cake again & again. Includes 5 scented 
cake slices, 1 frosting slime, 1 icing slime, 3 cute candles, 
1 container of sprinkles & a spatula to serve. So many 
slime surprises with Num Noms Snackables Birthday 
Cake Slime Kit.
AX42A  £24.99

B. Orbeez Ultimate Soothing Spa
Orbeez are wet and wacky, soft and squishy, fun and 
funky! The Orbeez Ultimate Soothing Spa offers the 
ultimate spa experience! Place the Orbeez in the foot 
tub and immerse your feet in the squishy softness! 
Sit back and relax as the Orbeez waterfall caresses 
your feet! There’s a pedicure set with toe separators 
and pedicure tool too. 2,000 Orbeez included. 
Orbeez included are multi-coloured. Requires 3 x AA 
batteries(Not included).
AX42B  £29.99

C. Glam-Goo Glam Deluxe Pack
The Glam Goo Deluxe Pack has everything you need 
to make cool slime fashions. Mix in shimmer colours, 
sparkly glitter and gorgeous scent to make your 
own unique goo. Then put them inside the wearable 
accessories for a great new look. Take your slime on 
the go, the clear purse can store and show off your 
creations, with separate compartments for different 
slime. Or put them inside the BFF necklace and love 
heart ring for fabulous style. Deluxe set includes 
purse, ring, necklace, clear slime, 3 glitters, 2 colours, 
1 scent and mixing spoon. Styles may vary 
AX42C  £29.99

AS SEEN ON

TVB £29.99 C £29.99New 
for 2019

A £24.99
AS SEEN ON

TV

New 
for 2019

Ultimate Soothing Spa!
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A. Goo Goo Galaxy Baby Single Pack
Crashing to earth from a gooey galaxy far away are the squishy jiggly Goo Drops. Lost and stranded far from their home stars, each little Goo Drop is 
waiting to be rescued by a goo loving Earthling just like you! Poke their jiggly bellies! They’ve even brought along a goo to go slime surprise for you to 
create! Check the colours of your goo to see what message your goo drop has for you! Also includes an inter-goo-latic passport! Four characters to collect  
Astra Nommy, Luna Laguna, Stella Skygems and Yumi Unicorn. Styles may vary. One supplied. 
AX43A  £14.99

Look out for the
Highly Recommended !

A £14.99
AS SEEN ON

TV

New 
for 2019
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D £21.99

B £21.99 C £29.99

F £16.49

A. Henry / Hetty Vacuum Cleaner 
This cute scaled-down version of the ever-popular 
Vacuum cleaner includes the famous eyes and smile. 
It really works, picking up small bits of paper or poly 
beads. The little vacuum includes removable dust box 
and a whole array of cleaning accessories stored neatly 
under the ‘hat’, including a dustpan and brush. Requires 
4x C (not included).
A. Henry    AX44A  £21.99
B. Hetty     AX44B  £21.99 

 £27.99

C. Electronic Washer
Taken from the Hotpoint Metals Collection this 
carefully scaled electronic version features spin 
and washing sounds, spinning drum, on/off light, 
opening powder drawer, wash basket and Persil 
carton. Requires 3x C batteries (Not included).
AX44C     £29.99

D. Dyson Cordless Vacuum
Introducing our new Dyson Cordless Vacuum, 
with working suction and cyclone action.  Includes               
attachments for short nozzle or long handled ‘twist & 
turn’ cleaning.  Just like the real thing, but perfect for Little 
Helper’s hands. Requires 3x AA batteries (Not included).
AX44D  £21.99

E. Satnav Steering Wheel
The Sat Nav comes with realistic sounds including 
horn, revving engine, gear change & braking. Also 
includes flashing indicators. All this will ensure hours 
of play whether it be at home or in the back of the car. 
Requires 3x AA batteries (not included)
AX44E   £14.99

F. Mr Kipling Cake Stand & Tea Set
Time for afternoon tea with friends or family - and Mr 
Kipling cakes! Featuring 8 replicas of the much-loved 
cakes including french fancies, a battenberg, jam tart 
and cherry bakewell, each one has a different shape 
underneath to match up with those on the two-tiered 
cake stand. There is also a tea set, cups, saucers & 
cutler
AX44F  £16.49

Spinning 
Drum!

A £21.99

E £14.99

Roleplay
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A. Plastic Theatre Set - Aladdin
Tell your audience a compelling story and slip into a 
different role as Aladdin and Princess Jasmine
AX45A  £29.99

B. Finger Puppets 12 Piece Set
Teach children about multiple stories and let them 
recite while playing with these puppets. It is perfect for 
innovative role plays that inspires children creativity
AX45B £24.99

C. Large 5 Hand Puppets - Wizard of Oz
Teach children about multiple stories and let them 
recite while playing with these puppets. It is perfect 
for innovative role plays that inspires children’s 
creativity
AX45C   £21.99 

Look out for the
Highly Recommended !

D. Large 4 Hand Puppets - Golidlocks
Teach children about multiple stories and let them 
recite while playing with these puppets. It is perfect 
for innovative role plays that inspires children’s 
creativity
AX45D   £18.99 

A £29.99

C £21.99

B £24.99

D £18.99
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A. T-Rex Plush 31”  
Start your own Jurrasic Park with this extra large 79cm 
(31”) tall Tyrannosaurus Rex plush soft toy. Tyrannosaurus 
Rex is perfect for all those that love Dinosaurs !
AX46A  £16.99 

B. Knitted T-Rex 19”
Beautifully ‘Knitted’ Dinosaur with a ‘Retro’ look and feel. 
With the appeal of the vintage toys, this collection is soft, 
cuddly and beautifully designed
AX46B  £14.99

C. Velociraptor Plush 19”
This ferocious beast will become your little ones’ best 
friend! Super soft plush dinosaur who just wants to 
be loved. A lovely companion, any place, any time
AX46C  £9.99

D. Brontosaurus Plush 18”
You will love to cuddle with this soft and adorable 
Dinosaur, with lifelike facial and authentic features, 
ultra-plush stuffing, the Dinosaur is so cute and 
huggable. 
AX46D  £8.99

E. Super Soft Dino Blue 12.5”
This cute character will be the perfect gift for your little 
one. it’s soft and very huggagle. What a perfect friend 
to snuggle in to.
AX46E  £9.99

F. Super Soft Dino Pink 12.5”
This cute character will be the perfect gift for your little 
one. it’s soft and very huggagle. What a perfect friend 
to snuggle in to.
AX46F  £9.99

Look out for the
Highly Recommended !

A £16.99

B £14.99

C £9.99

D £8.99 F £9.99E £9.99
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A. Woven Fabric Unicorn 15”
A beautifully made unicorn in high quality fabric, a bright 
coloured mane and tail with sparkly gold wings. Your 
child will love this mystical cuddly toy
380 HP1813 £12.99

B. Grey Dragon 11”
Kids will love this mystical, magical cute and cuddly dragon 
with it’s brightly coloured fur and adjustable wings it’s a 
great gift for any child
371 FX9033 £12.99

C. Plush Sloth 12”
This Plush sloth gives the best hugs and is suitable for 
animal lovers and wildlife enthusiasts of any age 
372 D1826330 £9.99

D. Woven Mr Cat 12”
This Plush sloth gives the best hugs and is suitable for 
animal lovers and wildlife enthusiasts of any age 
380 HP1802 £12.99

E. Bottlenose Dolphin 16”
With its soft fur and cute bead eyes this toy will really 
spark your child interest in the sea. What a fantastic gift 
for any animal lovers
371 FX2043A £9.99

F. Blue Whale 16”
With its soft fur and cute bead eyes this toy will really 
spark your child interest in the sea. What a fantastic gift 
for any animal lovers
371 FX2048A £9.99

Look out for the
Highly Recommended !

E £9.99

F £9.99New 
for 2019

D £12.99

B £12.99A £12.99 C £9.99

A. Woven Fabric Unicorn Plush 15”
A beautifully made unicorn in high quality fabric, a bright 
coloured mane and tail with sparkly gold wings. Your 
child will love this mystical cuddly toy
AX47A  £12.99

B. Grey Dragon Plush 11”
Kids will love this mystical, magical cute and cuddly dragon 
with it’s brightly coloured fur and adjustable wings it’s a 
great gift for any child
AX47B  £12.99

C. Sloth Plush 12”
This Plush sloth gives the best hugs and is suitable for 
animal lovers and wildlife enthusiasts of any age 
AX47C  £9.99

D. Woven Mr Cat Plush 12”
A beautifully made, smart looking cat. He has a spotted 
scarf that matches his shoes! Great for cuddling but 
also sits unaided
AX47D  £12.99

E. Bottlenose Dolphin Plush 16”
With its soft fur and cute bead eyes this toy will really 
spark your child interest in the sea. What a fantastic gift 
for any animal lovers
AX47E  £9.99

F. Blue Whale Plush 16”
With its soft fur and cute bead eyes this toy will really 
spark your childs interest in the sea. What a fantastic gift 
for any animal lovers
AX47F  £9.99

Look out for the
Highly Recommended !

Plush
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A £7.99

A. Knitted Unicorn 10”
Beautifully ‘Knitted’ Unicorn with a ‘Retro’ look and feel. 
With the appeal of the vintage toys, this collection is soft, 
cuddly and beautifully designed
AX48A  £7.99

B. Plush Llama 11”
This gorgeous plush Llama toy is a beautiful gift for kids, 
with a super soft touch, it’s so cuddly you won’t want to 
put it down  
AX48B  £7.99

C. Evelyn Rag Doll - 14” 
Dressed in a pretty pink dress and matching shoes, 
her hair is in plaits and she has a matching hat, so 
she looks as cute as a button. A lovely gift for any 
little girl
AX48C  £7.99

D. Eden Mermaid Rag Doll 18”
45cm mermaid rag doll – with her shiny & sparkly tail, 
she shimmers as she “swims” around. Long blonde yarn 
hair with flowery headband. Beautifully embroidered 
facial feature
AX48D  £8.99 

  

Look out for the
Highly Recommended !

C £7.99 D £8.99

New 
for 2019

B £7.99

Plush
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Solid Wood frame

Moving 
Tail!

Sound Effects

B £49.99

A £49.99New 
for 2019

A. Rocking Unicorn 
You’ll fall in love with this adorable, plush unicorn rocker! She has lovely soft body and 
sturdy frame
AX49A 

B Rocking Horse with Sound & Moving Tail 
Love Horses ? Take a ride on this beautiful plush rocking horse. Horse sits on a sturdy 
wooden rocker and features realistic sound effects, moving mouth and tail with a 
comfy saddle and stirrups. Requires 2x AA (not included)
AX49B  £49.99

Look out for the
Highly Recommended !

Plush
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B £59.99

A £44.99

C £55.99

New 
for 2019

D £17.99

A. Wooden Push Along  Blocks Trolley
Set of 32 wooden blocks, varying in shape and colour, 
which can be arranged and carried along in a baby 
walker. The task of sorting and arranging the blocks 
inside the container is a fun challenge for the little ones, 
which helps them to exercise their logical thinking and 
problem solving skills
AX50A  £44.99 

B. Wooden Multi Function Walker
This beautiful wooden walker features a bright colourful 
body, shape sorter seat and activity beads. Ride it or 
push it! The perfect gift for your little one.
AX50B  £59.99 

C. Wooden Activity Walker
This bright and colourful multi-function baby walker 
would be fun for any little one. The baby walker has 
wire bead maze, shape sorter, recognition blocks, 
gears, mirror, abacus, xylophone, car peg slider. The 
sturdy design and construction encourages your little 
one to take their first steps. All paints are child safe. 
Encourages imagination, creativity, social skills, and 
motor skills
AX50C  £55.99

D. Wooden Reindeer Cart
Get into the Christmas spirit with this fun pull along 
Reindeer and Santa in his sleigh. Comes with wooden 
santa & present
AX50D  £17.99

Wooden
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B £29.99A £19.99

A. Wooden Noah’s Ark 
Top-quality original and fun wooden toy, inspired by the 
story of Noah’s Ark. The set includes fourteen figures of 
zebras, lions, elephants, giraffes, hippos, crocodiles and 
pigeons, as well as two figures of people.
AX51A  £19.99

B. Wooden Safari Jeep Set
Children will love to explore with this sturdy Safari 
Jeep. Set Includes 2 drivers, and 7 fun animals (giraffe, 
zebra, elephant, crocodile, lion, bird, and tiger)! 4 
pieces fit neatly into the holes in 2 sides of the Jeep, 3 
pieces fit in the puzzle board on the top of jeep, there’s 
room in the rear compartment, where little ones can 
put all the animals in!  
AX51B  £29.99

C. Wooden Pull Along Hedghog
A shape sorter & pull along all in one toy! This brightly 
coloured friend will provide hours of fun and encourage 
your little one to walk
AX51C  £20.99

D. Wooden Small Dinosaur Train Set
Build and shape your own wooden railway with this train 
set. Supplied with Train, Dinosaurs and Tree house, make 
your own dinosaur railway!
AX51D  £29.99

D £29.99

C £20.99

Wooden
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B £16.99

C £22.99

A £19.99

A. Wooden Small Rescue Playset
This small rescue playset lets kids imagine themselves as 
real-life heroes! This will keep your little fire fighter busy 
for hours. 3 levels of fun. Includes helicopter, fire engine 
and lots of accessories
AX52A  £19.99

B. Wooden Car Slide
This 4-level wooden car slide includes 4 colourful 
wooden race cars. Teaches grasping and holding 
skills. Exciting action holds attention, and develops 
hand eye coordination and organizational skills. 
Simple and fun to play
AX52B  £16.99 

C. Wooden Workbench
Workbench Play Sets - A small wooden work bench 
equipped with a selection of tools. A fantastic toy for little 
DIY experts. Manual precision and co-ordination skills 
can be improved while the little craftsmen or women are 
having fun
AX52C  £22.99

Look out for the
Highly Recommended !
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A. Wooden Car Park
The perfect toy for lovers of wheels. A garage with 2 floors very complete: it has a lift, a barrier and a service station at the bottom. The elements of the service 
station are mobile, so they can be placed anywhere. The parking and the wooden gas station are perfect to stimulate the symbolic game and the creation of 
imaginary worlds. It contains 6 cars and a service station.
AX53A   £59.99 

Look out for the
Highly Recommended !

New 
for 2019

A £59.99

Wooden
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A. Wooden Country Dolls House 
Three storeys of fun! This beautiful dolls house comes 
with lots of accessories, including a full set of furniture, 
opening windows and doors plus an intergrated carry 
handle. Size: 58cm x 44cm x 25.5cm. 
AX54A  £79.99 

B. Wooden Small Dolls House
This beautiful small wooden portable doll house is fully 
decorated. There is a fold down garden and 7 pieces of 
furniture including bed, dressing table, stool, sofa, table 
and 2 chairs. This dollhouse can encourage imaginative 
role-play and social interaction with your child and their 
friends Size 31cm x 18cm x 39cm.
AX54B  £24.99

C. Wooden Tea Doll House 
Make your little one’s dreams come true with this 
wooden Teapot Dolls House. Includes everything 
needed to develop interesting story lines: The teapot 
house, table, chairs, teacups and saucers, mini 
teapot, couch, coffee table, lamp, bed, beside table, 
stool, curtains and dolls. Pack everything neatly into 
the teapot and close the lovely white doors for easy 
transportation Size 36cm x 14cm x 37cm
AX54C  £39.99  

D. Wooden Medical Set
Making your house calls has never been so easy!! 11 
pieces store away nicely in this Doctors case
AX54D  £16.99  

A £79.99

C £39.99

B £24.99

D £16.99

Includes 12 

Pieces of Furniture

Includes 7

Pieces of Furniture
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B £49.99

A. Wooden High Chair & Cradle 
High quality wooden dolls cradle and high chair, the 
cradle has a quilt and pillow included and the high chair 
has a matching cushion, Suitable for dolls up to 46cm 
(18”) such as Baby Born, Annabell etc. Size: 54cm x 25cm 
x 37cm (cradle) and 26cm x 23cm x 46cm (chair).
AX55A  £44.99 

B. Wooden Activity Rocket
This wooden multi-activity rocket includes bead coaster, 
gear game, abacus, threading game, bead maze and 
opening door. Lovely bright and colourful design. With all 
the different types of game in one toy children can have 
hours of fun!.
AX55B  £49.99

C. Wooden Large Kitchen 
This adorable kitchen is perfect for any little chef! The 
Kitchen has a pretty generic design and features hob 
detail on the work top, dials which click and turn to set 
the right temperature and an oven. Perfect for your little 
one.
AX55C  £89.99

C £89.99

A £44.99

Wooden
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A.  Play-Doh Popcorn Set
There’s no stoppin’ the poppin’ fun! This Play-Doh 
popcorn maker toy comes with everything you need to 
make creative Play-Doh popcorn masterpieces. Use 
the machine to crank pretend popcorn into the three 
buckets, which come in small, medium and large. 
Next, mix it up with silly snack mixes! Add fun play food 
toppings like pretend pretzels, crazy candy, and more 
with the sweet-themed stamps and moulds. Don’t forget 
to squeeze in some silly syrup or butter with the syrup 
tool. This Play-Doh popcorn toy comes with six pots of 
Play-Doh compound in both small 28.5 g and standard 
56.5 g sized pots
AX56A  £16.99

B. Play-Doh Stamp ‘n’ Top Pizza 
Live that Play-Doh pizza life! There’s a pretend pizza 
party just waiting to happen with this toy oven for kids 
aged 3 and older. No batteries or electronics – just 
imagination! Stamp a pizza crust in the oven, then 
go wild creating and customising. The cheese grater 
shreds Play-Doh compound into grated cheese, and 
the oven playset has plenty of moulds all around it to 
make pretend pepperonis, silly veggies and lots of 
other outrageous toppings. When it’s ready, display it 
with the pizza paddle or on the pizza stand and slice 
it up with the cutter
AX56B  £19.99

C. Play-Doh Tootie Ice Cream Set
Meet Tootie, the hilarious unicorn ice cream maker 
who loves to create silly Play-Doh sundaes. As she 
dispenses Play-Doh colors from her you-know-where, 
this unicorn toy makes laugh-out-loud sounds and 
even changes her facial expression. Requires 2x AAA 
batteries (included)
AX56C  £19.99

D.  Play-Doh Fire Truck
Heroes use their imaginations! Create fire-rescue 
missions again and again with this truck toy for ages 
3 and up. Squishy, tactile Play-Doh Water Compound 
makes the rolling adventures even more fun. It’s the 
same Play-Doh compound that we all know and love, 
except with different swirls of blue to look like water! 
AX56D  £21.99

New 
for 2019

New 
for 2019 A £16.99 AS SEEN ON

TV B £19.99New 
for 2019

AS SEEN ON

TV C £19.99New 
for 2019

AS SEEN ON

TV

D £21.99
AS SEEN ON

TV
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B £16.99

D £22.99

A £16.99

C £16.99

A.  Slimy Factory Slippery Slugs
With the Slime Factory - Slippery Slugs kit, you’ll learn 
about all things slime with 17 exciting experiments! 
Create fantastic slippery, slimy monsters and silly bouncy 
balls! Learn about what viscosity is and how the gelling 
processes work. You’ll also discover what atoms and 
molecules are. 36 page educational book full of slime 
and goo included. This kit encourages fun, creativity and 
boosts brainpower. 
AX57A  £16.99

B. Perfume Factory
What are fragrances, The history of perfumes, How to 
make fizzy bath bombs or a fabulous scented bubble, 
How to create your own perfumes and bath bombs. 
AX57B  £16.99 

C. Explosive Science
With the explosive science kit, you will be able to find out 
how to make a fantastic rocket from a chemical reaction, 
make fizzy bombs, make a fun explosive bag, create a 
colour explosion or make a mini rocket and to pierce a 
balloon without it popping.
AX57C  £16.99

D. Science in Wonderland
Explore science in a magical fairy garden! With 5 
magical experiments; make a kaleidoscope in a tree 
stump, make a ladybird’s wings flap with solar energy, 
make a fairy dance, make flowers bloom in seconds 
and create magic colourful butterfly wings
AX57D  £22.99

Look out for the
Highly Recommended !

New 
for 2019
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C £14.99

B £29.99

F £29.99

A. Mr Frosty The Ice Crunchy Maker  
Make your own delicious frozen treats with Mr Frosty, 
the coolest guy around! This friendly snowman comes 
with everything you need to create your own crunchy 
ice, fruity ice shapes and ice lollies! To make refreshing 
drinks, simply add some ice under Mr Frosty’s hat and 
turn the handle to crush it. Then put the ice into one of 
the sundae dishes and use the squeezy penguin to add 
your favourite juice or cordial. 
AX58A  £19.99 

B. Spirograph Deluxe Set
The classic way for aspiring artists to create millions 
of amazing designs is back and better than ever!  The 
Original Spirograph Deluxe Set features all the iconic 
wheels and rings of the original, re-engineered and 
updated for today. 
AX58B  £29.99

C. Fashion Wheel  
Become a fashion designer with this fantastic design 
wheel which allows you to create new fashions time 
after time. Once you have finished you can put on 
your very own fashion show.
AX58C  £14.99

D. Make Your Own Unicorn Lantern
Create a magical Unicorn Lantern that sparkles by 
day and glows at night. This wonderful craft project is 
simple and fun to make for children and adults alike 
resulting in a fun and effective Unicorn Lantern to 
keep and enjoy.
AX58D  £9.99

E. Make Your Own Snowman Snow 
Globe
Looking for something creative to do with your 
children? Then this is the perfect gift! This set 
includes: Glass Jar with metal lid The Snowman and 
James figure tree background scene Iridescent Glitter 
Bottle of glycerine. Turn this fun activity into a lovely 
keepsake for Christmas! 
AX58E  £12.99

F. Paint-Sation Table Top Easel & Pods
You can paint anytime, anywhere with these three 
different coloured paint pods (blue, yellow and red), 
which come complete with 2 paint brushes, 20 
sheets of paper and a table top painting easel. Using 
unique, gravity-defying technology - even when it’s 
upside down, these paint pods will not drip or spill!
AX58F  £29.99

A £19.99

E £12.99D £9.99
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New 
for 2019 A £19.99 AS SEEN ON

TV

A. Blinger Diamond Collection
An innovative, easy-to-use & fun fashion toy for you to add sparkle & shine to your hair, clothes, accessories, stationery and more! These real crystals add a sparkle to 
your hair and fashion accessories. Includes 75 Gems with multiple colours & shapes to choose from! They’re easy to use & stay on all day! 
AX59A  £19.99

Look out for the
Highly Recommended !
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C £19.99
D £19.99

E £29.99 F £12.99

A. Glitter Dream Nail Spa
Your very own complete nail art boutique! Set includes: 
Nail dryer, four colours of nail polish, glitter top coat, 
glitter and gem assortment, nail file, nail stickers plus 
exclusive Dreamguide.
AX60A  £19.99 

B. Unicorn Hoodie Blanket
Create a beautiful Unicorn Hoodie blanket! Kit contains: 
10 pieces of pre cut fleece, 57 fleece fringes, needle 
and thread, threader, plastic thimble, metallic thread, 
polyester filling and instructions.
AX60B  £19.99

C. Mega Mermaid Makeover
Get the Mermaid look! Kit includes: Mermaid tail 
shaped eye shadow brush, 9 colours of eye shadow, 
blush, 2 mini cosmetic brushes, lip gloss, hair chalk, 
tattoo sheet, nail polish, nail stickers, nail file and 
instructions.

AX60C  £19.99

D. Deluxe Cosmetic Case
This ultimate beauty starter set comes in a sturdy 
metal case and includes: Eye shadow palette, lip 
gloss, blush, make up brushes, nail polish, file plus 
exclusive Dreamguide.
AX60D  £19.99

E. Mega Jewellery Studio
Creativity is limitless with this jewellery studio set, 
filled with the everything you need to make up to 50 
pieces!  It includes 1,000 mix-and-match beads, vivid 
cord options and a pretty case to keep it all perfectly 
organized. Make anything imaginable, from brace-
lets and necklaces to flashy hair accessories.

AX60E  £29.99

F. Cuddle Mob
Create four adorable, cuddly pom-pom characters 
with this all-inclusive set. Each one’s lightweight, 
portable design is perfect for attaching to backpacks, 
totes or lunch boxes for a dash of cuddle mob flair!
AX60F  £12.99

B £19.99A £19.99

New 
for 2019
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New 

Look out for the
Highly Recommended !

A £24.99New 
for 2019

A. Ultimate Jewellery Set
This set contains an astounding 2600 beads along with all the other materials needed to create anything your jewellery lover’s heart desires—including necklaces, 
bracelets, rings, headbands and much more. 
AX61A  £24.99 
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A. Shimmer & Sparkle Bath Bomb Maker
Create your own amazing shimmering bath bombs! 
Colour It! Scent it! Shape it! Makes 20 incredible bath 
bombs and you can even add in secret charms to create 
the perfect surprise! Create perfect bath bombs for 
yourself, your family & friends! 
AX62A

C. Glowpad
Create amazing glowing pictures and messages! 
Draw onto your Glowpad using 2 neon marker 
pens, then switch on to see your pictures glow and 
transform. With 8 light settings including colour 
change light show. Easily wipe clean and start again! 
Requires 3x AA batteries (not included)
AX62C  £14.99

B. Blopens Glitter Studio
Create glittery airbrush pictures and projects. First 
use the five coloured Blopens to spray pretty pictures 
and patterns. Next use the glue pen to add extra 
details, then use the glitter holder to spray sparkly 
glitter onto the designs which will magically stick to 
the glued areas. 
AX62B  £22.99

AS SEEN ON

TV

C £14.99

B £22.99A £24.99
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A. Smart Pixelator
The Smart Pixelator empowers kids to pixelate any design & build 2D or 3D projects using Bluetooth connectivity, easy-to-follow lights & a variety of creative tools. 
Encourages STEAM learning. Includes adaptor. There’s 1,300 Pixel Beads to create 50 step-by-step designs. AC adaptor and smart card with 50 projects included. Also 
includes: 1 work tray, ironing paper, bead applicator. Requires 4x C batteries (not included)
AX63A  £69.99

Look out for the
Highly Recommended !

A £69.99 AS SEEN ON

TVNew 
for 2019
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A £3.99 B £3.99 C £3.99

E £19.99

New 
for 2019

A. Emoticon - Poo Lolly
Here’s looking at poo, kid! This doody faced fella may 
look as though he could kick up a stink but he actually 
tastes delicious and is sure to lift your mood if you’re 
having a cruddy day. 
AX64A  £3.99

B. Unicorn Lolly
Let your imagination run wild! This delicious unicorn 
shaped lolly is strawberry flavoured. Its a taste sensation!
AX64B  £3.99 

C. Narwhal Lolly
The unicorn of the sea…on a stick. It’s cute and 
colourful confectionary in oceano orange flavour
AX64C  £3.99

D Edible Controller
This really is a sweet treat for a gaming geek! Mixed 
fruit flavours!
AX64D  £5.99 

E. My Pick ‘n’ Mix
Share them out or eat them all! It’s perfect for parties 
and comes with sweets, paper bag and plastic 
tongues. Also refillable 
AX64E  £19.99

F. Unicorn Picnic
Munch like you are magic with this Unicorn Picnic!
AX64F  £5.99

F £5.99

D £5.99

New 
for 2019

New 
for 2019
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B £9.99
A £7.99

C £7.99

D £16.99
C. 4 in 1 Toy Story 4 Puzzle
These bright, colourful and fun puzzles capture the 
fun and excitement of Disney’s Toy Story 4. Meet 
friends you know and love - like Buzz, Woody, Rex 
and Slinky. Each puzzle depicts a different scene
AX65C  £7.99 

D. Roll & Store Mat
Felt mat for stacking puzzles size 90x120cm. There are 
5 sizes of frames for puzzles from 500 to 3000 pieces. 
A special tube with a diameter of 10 cm and a velcro 
strap for securing, allow free and safe handling of both 
the placed image and spilled puzzle pieces. Take your 
favourite puzzle where ever you want.
AX65D  £16.99

A. 4 in 1 Disney Princess Puzzle
This bumper puzzle pack is great fun and great value 
too, containing 4 specially designed jigsaw puzzles, 
each depicts a different Disney Princess
AX65A  £7.99

B. 36pc Flip Flap Puzzle Peppa Pig
The Flip - Flap puzzles are large themed puzzles with 
opening windows. Open them and check what’s 
underneath them, join us for fun which is full of suprises! 
AX65B  £9.99

Puzzles
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D £20.99

A £15.99

F £13.99

C £17.99

AS SEEN ON

TV

B £19.99

E £15.99

H £17.99

A. Guess Who?  
The original guessing game that lets you choose the 
characters! Set up and play in seconds! Go online to 
download more characters.
AX66A  £15.99

B. Hungry Hungry Hippos 
Gobble up as many marbles as possible. The player with 
the most marbles wins.
AX66B  £19.99
 
C. Crocodile Dentist  
It’s time to fix that smile, silly crocodile! It’s the crocodile 
dentist game! Join your friends in this game of daring 
dentistry, and try not to get “chomped” as you take turns 
pressing down on the crocodile’s teeth!.
AX66C  £17.99

D. Operation  
Your patient Cavity Sam is feeling a bit under the 
weather. Can you “operate” and make him better, or 
will you get the buzzer? Grab the tweezers and try with 
all of your might to take out all of his funny ailments. 
Can you help him with his pulled muscle or the frog in 
his throat? Operate with your steadiest hand, but don’t 
forget to steer clear of the sides and avoid lighting the 
light! Requires 2x AA batteries (Not included).
AX66D  £20.99   

E. Ker-Plunk  
Test your skills and your nerves with the KerPlunk 
game! Is your hand steady enough to pull out the 
sticks without dislodging the marbles? If it isn’t, they’ll 
come rolling down the chute! 
AX66E  £15.99

F. Jenga   
It’s the classic block-stacking, stack-crashing game 
of Jenga!  How  will you stack up against the law of 
gravity? Stack the wooden blocks in a sturdy tower, then 
take turns pulling out blocks one by one until the whole 
stack crashes down.  
AX66F  £13.99 

G. Cluedo: The Classic Mystery Game 
The classic mystery game updated with great new 
graphics. All new 2 player gameplay, updated board 
with new details, rooms and hidden clues to help you 
solve the murder mystery.
AX66G  £23.99

H. Twister
Add a twist of fun into any party or family night with the 
game that ties you up in knots! This TWISTER game is the 
classic game with 2 more moves
AX66H  £17.99

G £23.99 AS SEEN ON

TV
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A. Buzz Lightyear Operation 
To infinity and ouch! Attention, Star Command! Buzz Light-
year needs your help. Children can have a blast fixing 
his 11 hilarious ailments such as a squeaky solar socket, 
lunar oil leak and damaged dashboard in this classic 
Operation game featuring Buzz Lightyear. Requires 2x AA 
batteries (included)
AX67A  £23.99

B. Mousetrap
Scurry around the board collecting cheese and stealing 
cheese from other players…but watch out for the trap! 
AX67B  £23.99

C. Bank Attack
An intense and addictive collaborative game where you 
work together as a team to crack the vault and release the 
gold hidden inside. Can you get the 50 million dollars? 5 
minutes to pull off the heist of the century! Requires 3x AA 
batteries (not included)
AX67C  £24.99

D. Shark Chase
Escape the shark to be the winner…..swim too slow 
and you’ll be his dinner. Roll the dice and move the 
corresponding coloured creatures around the board, 
trying to stay ahead of the shark. Earn points for each 
creature that makes it safely to the island without 
being eaten. Requires 2x AA batteries (not included)
AX67D  £19.99

E. Flushin’ Frenzy
It’s the game of one plunger, some poop, and fast 
reflexes! Flush the handle on the toilet to roll the die, 
and when a number comes up you have to plunge 
the toilet that number of times. But be careful, after 
any given push of the plunger the poop may come 
flying out of the toilet. The first player to grab the poop 
earns a token. If you’re quick enough to catch it in 
midair, you earn two tokens! The player who ends up 
with the most tokens wins! 
AX67E  £19.99 

F. What’s in the Box?
Challenge your friends and family to guess what’s inside 
the box! Place different household items inside the box, 
keep the front doors close and use the built-in timer to 
give each player 10 seconds to feel and guess what’s 
inside the box! Win a point for every object you guess 
correctly! Play one-on-one or in teams. Open the front 
doors so the rest of the players can chuckle along as 
you try to guess! There’s hours of fun to be had with this 
addicting and hilarious game!
AX67F  £19.99

Look out for the
Highly Recommended !

New 
for 2019

F £19.99
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A. Connect 4
Challenge a friend to disc-dropping fun with the simple game of 
connect four. Drop your red or yellow discs in the grid and be the 
first to get four in a row to win. 
AX68A  £11.99

B Battleship
Battleship is the classic naval combat game that brings 
together competition, strategy, and excitement. In head 
to head battle, you search for the enemy’s fleet of ships           
and destroy them one by one.
AX68B  £17.99

C. Pictionary Air
Introducing Pictionary Air, a hysterical way to play the 
classic family drawing game! Draw in the air and see 
it on your device in this exciting take on the quick-draw 
classic. Download the Pictionary Air app to your smart 
phone or tablet to get started. Point the in-app camera at 
the illustrator and they’ll appear, along with their sketch, 
on the screen of your smart device. Requires 2x AA 
batteries (included)
AX68C  £19.99

D. Balderdash
What  is  Hkan  Forsberg  famous  for?  What  does  
P.A.S.S.  stand  for?  Can  you  define  “goffering”?  
Everyone  then  votes  on  which  card  they  believe  
to  contain  the  true  answer.  The  real  fun  begins  
when  the  phony  definitions  are  read  along  with  
the  legitimate  ones!  
AX68D  £19.99

E. Buckaroo  
Load up the mule and see how much he can carry,     
but be careful he might buck and everything will fly.
AX68E  £21.99

F. Frustration 
The Slam-Tastic chasing game that drives you mad. If 
you’re lucky, you can gain the powers of the Genie to 
protect your characters from being sent home. Classic 
Frustration with whacking feature and frustrated 
characters. 
AX68F  £15.99

G. Upwords  
Stack, score, and have fun with this unique 3D crossword 
game! Place letters across or down on the game board,  and 
stack tiles upwards to create new words. 
AX68G  £15.99

H. Scrabble Original  
The classic battle of wits and words where every word 
counts.
AX68H  £19.99

I. Junior Scrabble  
Children’s version of the classic game featuring 2 fun word 
games in one.
AX68I  £18.99

H £19.99 I £18.99G £15.99

B £17.99 New 
for 2019

C £19.99A £11.99

D £19.99
E £21.99 F £15.99
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A. Tiny Pong
The Tiny Pong Solo Table Tennis game brings exciting bouncing action into the palm of your hand! Launch the ball off the court and bounce it repeatedly on the 
court to rack up points. Move the court back and forth under the ball. Keep it going, getting a point for every bounce. To increase the challenge, switch from 
Beginner mode to Expert mode. The game responds with lights and sounds as players try to beat their highest score by getting as many bounces as they can! 
How long can you keep it going? Requires 3x AAA batteries (not included)
AX69A   £19.99 Look out for the

Highly Recommended !

New 
for 2019
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A. Baffled
You will need the memory of an elephant to win! You 
have just 60 seconds to memorise the position of the 12 
tiles. Be prepared to be Baffled as the symbols contantly 
swap around the board
AX70A  £21.99 

B. Pickles to Penguins
You have 25 cards, now you must get rid of them as quickly 
as you can, by figuring out what your cards and the cards 
in play have in common. Do they share a colour? Are they 
both things you’d find in a salad? It’s a race to use all of your 
cards first to win
AX70B  £24.99

C. Tension Family Edition
Can you name 10 popular dog breeds in 30 sec-
onds? What about 10 James Bond films? You’ll find 
the answers on the tip of your tongue but can you 
shout them out quick enough?
AX70C  £24.99

D. Quick Sand
Quick sand is the imaginative family game that 
brings home all the seaside fun of sketching in the 
sand! It’s the hectic, frantic, manic drawing game like 
no other! You race to draw and guess pictures in the 
sand, the more you guess, the more you score!
AX70D  £24.99

E. Pub Quiz
Have you the thirst for knowledge? This take home pub 
challenge allows you to host your own series of epic head 
to head contests. Includes 2000 questions, which means 
you can host 50 games scored round by round on the 
special flip chart.
AX70E  £24.99

F. Quiz Bingo
Quiz bingo is the smart and super clever new question 
and answer trivia game that will suit every player. You 
simply write down your answers on the grid as you go 
along then score just like bingo. Since anyone can score at 
any time it’s nail biting fun
AX70F  £24.99

A £21.99 B £24.99

C £24.99 D £24.99

F £24.99E £24.99
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A. L.O.L Surprise Top Trumps
 The Top Trumps LOL Surprise pack is filled to the brim with 
fun stats and phrases from your favourite characters. You 
can even find 2 surprise cards from The Glitterati Club, who 
will you get?
AX71A  £4.99

B. L.O.L Surprise Top Trumps Match
 Top Trumps Match, the Crazy Cube Game, gets a LOL 
Surprise makeover! Be the first to match 5 cute LOL 
Surprise characters to win this game. But wait the game’s 
not over yet, can your opponent snatch the match in the 
final moment?
AX71B  £15.99

C. L.O.L Surprise Top Trumps Tin
 For the first time ever, Top Trumps meets LOL Surprise. This 
special edition LOL Surprise Tin includes a Top Trumps pack 
with 30 playable cards plus five exclusive Top Trumps cards 
from The Glitterati Club!
AX71C  £9.99

D. Toy Story Top Trumps
 Join Woody, Buzz and the rest of the gang in this 
entertaining, educational card game packed full of 
brand new characters, in this edition of Toy Story 4 
Top Trumps.
AX71D  £4.99

E. Toy Story Top Trumps Match
 Top Trumps Match, the Crazy Cube Game, gets a Toy 
Story 4 makeover! Be the first to match 5 Toy Story 4 
characters to win in this game. But wait the game’s 
not over yet, can your opponent super Top Trump you 
in the final moment? 
AX71E  £15.99 

F. Toy Story Top Trumps Tin
This special edition Toy Story 4 Tin includes a Top 
Trumps pack with 30 playable cards, featuring all 
your favourite Toy Story characters from past to new, 
AX71F  £9.99

G. Harry Potter Trivial Pursuit
 This Trivial Pursuit bitesize edition contains 600 questions 
based on the Harry Potter films, some of which would 
challenge even the smartest of wizards!
AX71G  £12.99

H. Harry Potter Top Trumps Match
 The World of Harry Potter gets a new adventure with this 
brand new edition of Top Trumps Match! Can you get 5 
wizards, witches or creatures in a row and win the game, 
or will your special Top Trumps cards let you take the 
match from your opponent! 
AX71H  £15.99

I. Harry Potter Lexicon Go
In this special Harry Potter Edition of Lex-Go!, there are 
4 spell tiles to increase your chances of winning, the 
Polyjuice Potion tile can be used as any letter and if you 
can spell the word SNITCH you win the round!
AX71I  £14.99
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A £16.99 B £21.99

A. Monopoly Junior
It’s the first Monopoly game for kids, where they earn 
money the fun way! This Monopoly Junior game is 
just like the classic game, but it’s designed for younger 
players.
AX72A  £16.99 

B. Monopoly 
Buy as many properties as you can in this fast-trading 
game, and make deals to get colour sets. Build your 
houses and hotels, and see if you can bankrupt 
everyone else to win. 
AX72B  £21.99

C. Monopoly Toy Story
The fun and strategy of Monopoly meets the charm of 
the popular Toy Story films! Players can choose to play 
as Woody, Buzz Lightyear, Bo Peep, Jessie, Alien or Rex. 
As they journey around the gameboard they can visit 
some favourite places featured in the Toy Story films 
such as Andy’s Room, Al’s Toy Barn and even the Claw 
Machine. Players can also try their luck with Andy’s Toy 
Chest cards and Birthday cards (replacing Chance and 
Community Chest cards). 
AX72C  £23.99

D. Monopoly Christmas
Welcome to Christmas! The festive season starts 
here, with Monopoly The Christmas edition! Play as 
one of the 6 special tokens as you travel round the 
board collecting the great (and not so great) things 
about the season of goodwill. From Santa and his 
reindeer to a full festive feast!
AX72D  £29.99

E. Trivial Pursuit Friends
Woo-pah! If you are a true Friends fan, you need to test your 
knowledge with the Friends Trivial Pursuit game! This Bitesize 
edition contains 600 questions based on all your favourite 
moments from Ross and Rachel’s Vegas wedding, to the classic 
Holiday Armadillo. Test your trivia from Season 1 right through to 
Season 10 and prepare to be totally bamboozled. The game is 
handy for any Friends fan on the go, requiring no board and an 
easy to carry around in its bitesize wedge case. 
AX72E  £12.99

F. Monopoly Friends
Play as either Ross, Rachel, Phoebe, Monica, Joey or Chandler 
by choosing one of the exclusive tokens which are iconic to the 
gang; will it be Rachel’s handbag, Ross’ dinosaur, Chandler’s 
sweater vest or even Phoebe’s acoustic guitar? As you pi-VOT 
round the board you will discover the best Friends’ moments, 
from the unmistakable Holiday Armadillo, to the hilarious 
Giant Poking Device and Monica and Chandler’s eventful, yet 
unforgettable wedding! 
AX72F  £29.99

New 
for 2019

C £23.99

D £29.99

F £29.99

Look out for the
Highly Recommended !

E £12.99
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A. Monopoly Voice Banking
The Monopoly Voice Banking game features lights and sounds, and comes 
with an interactive Mr. Monopoly banking unit. The iconic Monopoly top 
hat is voice-activated and the personality of Mr. Monopoly really shines as 
he handles all of the transactions. He keeps tabs on players’ money and 
Properties so there’s no cash or cards to think about. Talk to Mr. Monopoly 
and he responds. For instance, press your token’s button and say, “Buy St. 
James Place.” Mr. Monopoly will track the transaction, keeping the game 
moving. With the Monopoly Voice game, players travel around the board 
aiming to be the person with the most money and highest property value to 
win! Requires 3x AA batteries (included)
AX73A  £29.99  

B. Monopoly L.O.L Edition
The Monopoly game meets the super-cute L.O.L. SURPRISE! Instead of locations 
and properties, in this Monopoly: L.O.L. SURPRISE! Edition game players buy, 
sell, and swap other players’ Dolls shown on the gameboard, aiming to collect 
the rare ones. Surprise! cards replace Chance cards, Stars and Emojis replace 
houses and hotels, and the tokens are authentic L.O.L. Surprise! Doll accessories. 
Players are offered an exciting surprise experience when they unwrap the tokens. 
What a great gift idea for L.O.L. SURPRISE! fans as well as Monopoly fans. 
AX73B  £20.99

New 
for 2019

B £20.99

A £29.99 AS SEEN ON

TV

New 
for 2019
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A. 1/12 Ferrari F1 F138
Fully licensed accurate replica. Rubber wheels Speed up 
to 8 mph/hr with a Remote Control Range of 30 metres. 
Great for indoor and outdoor fun. Requires 5x AA & 1x 9v 
batteries (not included)
AX74A  £34.99 

B. 1/24 Ford GT Assorted Colours
Officially licensed by Ford these realistic and highly 
detailed vehicles come in 4 colours, Black, Blue, Red and 
Yellow. Requires 3x AA & 2x AA batteries (not included) 
Colour cannot be specified when ordering
AX74B  £15.99 

C. 1/26 Mercedes-Benz Actros 2.4G Red
The rear tailgate lowers on this truck and and it’s the 
perfect size for any 1/24 scale model! With realistic 
features and high quality finish. Requires 3x AA & 2x 
AA batteries (not included)
AX74C  £44.99 

D. 1/14 Land Rover Defender Green
Realistic and highly detailed RC vehicle with working 
front and rear lights and opening front and rear doors. 
Requires 3x AA & 2x AA batteries (not included)      
AX74D  £34.99

E. 1/28 Scale 8ch RC Farm Tractor & Trailer  
This farm tractor is made out of high quality material and is 
very detailed just like the real thing for indoor and outdoor 
use such as in a sandbox or with small stones etc. The 
tractor will give you hours of fun and excitement. Requires 3 
x AAA and 1 x 9v battery (not included).
AX74E  £39.99

E £39.99

Assortment
Colours

A £34.99

C £44.99

B £15.99

D £34.99
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A. The Coca-Cola Christmas Train Set
Resplendent in a Coke Red livery, this train set for 
the Adult Collector offers an almost timeless iconic 
interpretation of the Coca-Cola brand, representing 
the logistics involved in bringing Coke, by rail, from the 
factory to the doorstep.
AX75A  £79.99 

B. Hornby Junior Paddington Bear Train Set 
This battery-operated Paddington themed train set is 
the perfect introduction into the world of Hornby. The 
plastic contents makes it ideal for little hands to play and 
explore, before taking the next step into Hornby’s junior 
range; Railroad. Requires 2x AA batteries (not included)
AX75B  £34.99

C. Scalextric World GT Mercedes GT3 v’s 
GT GTE
Pitting two of the newest and most advanced 
electric racing cars against each other, this new set 
combines all of the age old excitement of Scalextric 
along with the latest in EV technology.
AX75C  £199.99

D. Micro Scalextric Justice League 
(Mains)
The Caped Crusader and the Man of Steel take to 
the track but who will be fastest? You decide with this 
Micro Scalextric Justice League Batman vs Superman 
race set. This mains-powered set contains 5.7 metres 
of track with 12 layout options including a double 
loop the loop and a vertical stunt ramp.
AX75D  £59.99

E. Scalextric Spark Plug Dongle
You can now control your Scalextric car with your 
phone! Spark Plug is the latest innovation from 
Scalextric which allows you to race your car using 
your Android or IOS smart device. Simply plug the 
Spark Plug dongle into your Scalextric analogue 
powerbase rather than a traditional hand controller, 
download the app and race away meaning no more 
wires! The app works with most Android and IOS 
devices, and can be downloaded from the app store.
AX75E  £14.99

Look out for the
Highly Recommended !

A £79.99

C £199.99

B £34.99

New 
for 2019

New 
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A. 1/12 2.4G Monster Truck - Red
This Monster truck destroys the competition with it’s incredible off-road capabilities. It’s poly-carbonate body and sweet paint job makes this monster 
truck more than ready for the toughest terrain! Requires 5x AA & 1x 9V batteries (not included)                            
AX76A  £29.99 
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Product size: W: 34cm x D 24cm x H: 14cm

A £29.99
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A. 6 Channel Stunt Car 
Stunt Car has two radical oversized wheels with shock absorbing tyres.           
It comes with a fully functional remote which allows the car to move forward, 
reverse, left and right and perform awesome 3600 stunts at speeds upto 
20Km/h. USB Charger included, Remote requires 2x AA battery (Not 
included).
AX77A  £19.99  

B. 4 Channel Crawling Stunt Car
Quick turning, 4WD and 3600 rotating Crawling Stunt Car features, flexible 
off-road wheels, capable of travelling across all terrains and bright LED lights 
for an amazing driving experience. USB Charger included, Remote requires 2x 
AA battery (Not included).
AX77B  £24.99

Look out for the
Highly Recommended !

Stunt Cart

Product size: W: 22cm x D 15cm x H: 16cm

Product size: W: 19cm x D 19cm x H: 9cm

Crawling Stunt Cart

4 Wheel Drive!
3600 Stunts!

A £19.99

B £24.99
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New 
for 2019

A. Battery Operated Bubble Octopus
The Bubble Octopus is capable of making one heck of 
a lot of bubbles very quickly it is an ideal addition to a 
children’s party or as a permanent feature of your child’s 
play room. Requires 3x AA batteries (Not included) 
Colours may vary.
AX78A  £16.99

B. Battery Operated Bubble Dino
Billions of bubbles, hours of fun!! Inside or out the Bubble 
Dino is bubble-tastic! Requires 2x AA batteries (Not 
included).
AX78B  £16.99

C. Bubble Mower
Have fun in the garden with this electronic bubble 
lawnmower! You and your little toddler can have 
hours of fun playing using this bubble blowing 
machine. Fill the bubble mower with the solution 
and create lots of bubbles as you push it around. 
Requires 4x AA batteries (not included)
AX78C  £22.99

D. Smart Football
The Smart Ball is the latest innovation in football. This 
amazing counting football with lights and sounds allows 
you to challenge yourself and your friends to see who 
can achieve more tricks. Use your feet, lower legs, 
knees, chest, shoulders, and head, to keep the Smart 
Ball from hitting the ground and it will count and light up 
each time it makes contact with your body. Requires 2x 
LR44 batteries (included)
AX78D  £19.99 

A £16.99 B £16.99 C £22.99

D £19.99
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A.  Racer with 2 in 1 Handle
This sit & ride racer is the perfect first vehicle for your little 
one. Comes with a removeable handle for when they 
are ready to ride alone
AX79A  £34.99

B. Tractor with Loader
Little farmers will have loads of imaginative fun and 
adventure riding this tractor. Sturdy Construction with 
working front loader. Size: 1.06m x 45cm x 52cm.
AX79B  £69.99

C. Heart ‘Pink’ Scooter 
This is the perfect scooter for the younger child with 
it’s strong PVC wheels, soft foam handles and easy 
tilt action steering!
AX79C  £19.99

D. Love ‘Blue’ Scooter 
This is the perfect scooter for the younger child with 
it’s strong PVC wheels, soft foam handles and easy 
tilt action steering!
AX79D  £19.99

E. Tribal ‘White’ Scooter  
This is the perfect scooter for the younger child with 
it’s strong PVC wheels, soft foam handles and easy tilt 
action steering!
AX79E  £19.99

Look out for the
Highly Recommended !

◆ In-Line Scooter
◆ Anti Slip Deck
◆ Rear Foot Brake
◆ Folding with high quality latch
◆ Adjustable Height Bars
◆ Soft foam grips
◆ 50kg max load
◆ 5+ Age

◆ In-Line Scooter
◆ Anti Slip Deck
◆ Rear Foot Brake
◆ Folding with high quality latch
◆ Adjustable Height Bars
◆ Soft foam grips
◆ 50kg max load
◆ 5+ Age

◆ In-Line Scooter
◆ Anti Slip Deck
◆ Rear Foot Brake
◆ Folding with high quality latch
◆ Adjustable Height Bars
◆ Soft foam grips
◆ 50kg max load
◆ 5+ Age

B £69.99

A £34.99 Sit on 

and Go!
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Top Christmas Toys

No Page Description

1 1 Laugh & Learn Moving Sloth

2 7 Peppa Pig Stage Playset

3 8 Thomas Hyperglow Night Delivery

4 13 Toy Story 4 Buzz Command Playset

5 41 L.O.L Ooh La La Baby Surprise

6 42 Goo Goo Galaxy Baby Single Pack 

7 18 Playmobil Space Mission

8 20 Hotwheels Monster Truck Mover

9 24 Treasure X Kings Gold Tomb

10 26 Pokemon My Partner Pikachu 

No Page Description

11 29 Nerf Fortnite TS

12 30 Power Rangers Ultra Zord

13 33 Barbie Dream Plane 

14 41 Frozen Styling Head

15 44 Casdon Dyson Cordless Vacuum

16 49 Rocking Llama

17 51 Wooden Noah’s Ark

18 56 Play-Doh Tootie Ice Cream Set

19 59 Blinger Diamond

20 56 Monopoly Voice Banking

Your guide to the top toys this Christmas:

The Very Best Brands

Top 20 Toys
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Christmas Order Form

Ordering is so easy! Simply fill in this form and hand it in to the shop that ga e yo  this atalog e

he information printed in this atalog e relating to age s ita ility is intended for g idan e only  
ltho gh e ery e ort has een made to ens re the a ra y of the p lished si es  olo rs 

and other prod t details  these an ary from the des riptions gi en  o  are ad ised to he  
the latest spe ifi ations and a aila ility ith yo r retailer efore ma ing yo r p r hase  e to 
the range si e  not all items ill strated an e arried in yo r lo al store  they may  ho e er  e 
ordered s e t to a s ita le deposit  rrors and omissions e epted  ll pri es are orre t at time 
of going to press in ly  and in l de  

Name:

hristmas l  o  if appli a le

Address:

ost ode    Signed

elephone o

tems in this atalog e are a aila le fom this lo al shop

lease s pply me ith the follo ing items

TOTAL

 O S O O  

Order Form



Your local retailer

Wooden

Carpark!

Traditional 

Wooden Toys!

Find me

on Page 53
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